Carrier: No crises at JMU
By CINDY ELMORE
Only "the usual problems"
have plagued James Madison
University this academic
year, according to President
Ronald Carrier.
"I don't think we've had any
major crises this year; we've
had the usual problems we
always have such as complaints about Food Services,
parking, dormitories, heat,
the Health Center. These
haven't been, in my opinion,
major problems when dealing
with 8.400 people and probably
7,000 between the ages of 18
and 21."
Carrier was interviewed
Tuesday for his opinions about
the year at JMU.
A major event for the

university this year was the
$12.9 million allocation from
the
Virginia
General
Assembly, even though many
of the projects that received
funding were not in the
governor's budget, Carrier
said. "When you have to get so
much from the General
Assembly, it takes a great
deal personal effort," he
added.
APPARENTLY, his efforts
at lobbying for the funds
worked.
"I look at lobbying in sort of
a scientific way," he said.
"You've got to have a good
image with parents and with
alumnae. Otherwise, you
won't get in the ball game. I

don't want to cite any
examples of schools having
problems, but if there's
problems, the environment is'
not healthy."
Chuck Cunningham, student
government
association
president, has suggested the
SGA might form a student
lobbying committee to supplement Carrier's actions
with the legislature. But
Carrier noted that student
lobbying would be more effective when the Assembly is
not in session.
"A lobbying committee can
be very effective, but you can
waste a lot of time and energy
and bother a lot of people," he
explained.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Professor's tenure denial reconsidered here
By VANCE RICHARDSON and
TRICIA FISCHETTI
After a seven-hour open hearing
Monday, the Hearing Commitee
determined Dr. Pauline Council's
denial of tenure 18 months ago "was
based on inadequate consideration."
Council, a sociology instructor here
for seven years, had her teaching
contract terminated 18 months ago
after it was decided by the personnel
advisory committee (PAC) in closed
session that her teaching standards
did not meet the qualifications of
James Madison University.
She appealed to the Senate
Reconciliation Committee which, in
April of last year, found probable
cause to support Council's petition
alleging "inadequate consideration"
was given her tenure request by the
PAC. Her case was then forwarded to
the Hearing Committee which met
Monday in the Warren University
Union.
—

9

'Inadequate consideration given by
advisory committee in closed meeting
The Hearing Committee, in a
decision
returned
Wednesday,
recommended that "the probationary
period for Dr. Pauline P. Council be
extended for one year and that she be
reconsidered for the award of
tenure."
UPON COUNCILS request, the
hearing was open to the public—a first
at JMU.
That the PAC, during its
examination of her record, consistently placed "undue weight on
student evaluations" was the basis of
Council's defense as presented before

the Hearing Committee by her attorney, Roger Ritchie.
Council has continued teaching here
since tenure was denied her in the fall
of 1978 but her contract would have
expired at the end of this semester if
the PAC's recommendation had not
been reversed.
As stated in the faculty handbook,
tenure is determined "on the basis of
competency in their fields and
competency in teaching." Ritchie
contended Council's denial of tenure
was based solely on student
evaluations reviewed by the PAC.
Consequently, Council's request for

tenure was given "inadequate consideration," he argued.
THE COMMITTEE—five faculty
members chosen at random by a
computer—heard testimony from all
the sociology department faculty who
were on the PAC which voted to deny
Council tenure.
Council was present during all the
testimony ana discussion Monday.
Though she frequently passed notes to
her attorney, she remained silent
until called as the last witness.
Representing the university were
Pamela Sargent, an assistant attorney general for the Commonwealth
of Virginia, and Arthur Hamilton, a
JMU accounting and
finance
professor.
Six members of the PAC testified
about the committee's examination of
Council's tenure request. Many
witnesses had difficulty recalling
(Continued on Page 21)

Wheelchairs can be hobby, not just necessity
By CONNIE BILLMYER
Though no students with serious mobility
handicaps are enrolled here, at least one
James Madison University senior can be found
cruising around campus in a wheel chair.
Bob Martin is not handicapped; he just has a
fascination with wheel chairs.
Martin, a hotel-restaurant management
major, has four wheel chairs on campus, and
one at his parents' home in Springfield, Va.
_ He got his first wheel chair about four or five
years ago at National Airport in Washington,
D.C. He was wheeling a hurt friend to a van
when they decided to take the chair with them.
He bought two of his wheel chairs at a local
pawn shop and was given one for his 21st birthday by a friend.

Photo by Charln A. Fazio

WHEELCHAIR FAN Bob Martin (right) enjoys wheeling around campus with a friend, Mike Dyre.
»»»»t»»»'
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MARTIN FINDS various uses for his wheel
chairs. He said he enjoys doing tricks, riding
down hills, watching TV, and even meditating
in them. "If you sit in it long enough you'll feel
like you belong in it," Martin said.
Behind Martin's wheel chair collecting lies
an ulterior motive—a plan for his retirement
years. Martin feels that if he learns to do tricks
and stunts in a wheel chair now, be can give
lessons in wheel chair maneuvering when he is
(Continued on Page 12)
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Freshman, 65, begins fifth bid
for mayor of local town
By THERESA BEALE
At 66, James Madison
University freshman Maurice
Lough isn't about to slow down
now—he's campaigning for
mayor of Elkton
Lough enrolled here last fall
as a candidate for the
Bachelor of General Studies
degree program under a state
law that provides free tuition
to elderly citizens. He retired
nine years ago as a shift
supervisor at a pharmaceutical plant near Elkton,
and has 12 years tenure on the
Elkton town council, including

two years as mayor from 197678.
This is the fifth time Lough
has run for mayor of the small
town located about 17 miles
east of Harrisonburg. The
first three times he lost, and
then he beat a former mayor
and two local citizens for the
1976 term. And now Lough, a
resident of Elkton for 40
years,
faces
incumbent
Charles Dean in the May 6
election.
"I think Elkton is faced with
new problems and new
challenges as a small town,"

Watkins won't
contest results
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Instead of contesting the
results of the re-election for
Student Government
Association treasurer, Jim
Watkins,
the
candidate
studying in London, has
decided to protest only the
election procedures.
Bill Sulik, who was named
treasurer in the re-election
held last week, will retain his
win as SGA treasurer for the
1980-81 academic year.
Watkins, who lost the reelection by a 12 percent
margin, originally protested
the results because the JMU
students studying in London
did not receive the opportunity to vote in last week s
treasurer election due to a
"breakdown
in
communications," according to
Robin Lawrence, SGA elections committee chairman.
The campus
elections
committee met Monday afternoon to hear a protest by
Gina Gareri, a member of
Watkins' campaign, and to
choose a course of action.
Gareri told the committee the
results of the election were not
being contested because of the
margin of Sulik's victory.

AS A RESULT of Watkins'
protest, the elections committee voted tor request a
senate amendment to the SGA
constitution's tJy-laws, which
would set criteria for conducting absentee voting.
The committee also agreed
to leave the responsibility for
establishing this criteria to
next years elections commitoe.
The original purpose of the
re-election
was
the
discrepancy in the London
vote, Gareri said, adding that
the committee's neglect "cast
doubts on what is supposed to
be a non-biased committee."
According to Gareri. the
elections committee should
not have operated on the
theory that Sulik would win by
a large enough margin that
the London votes would not
matter.
"What if it had been a close
race?" she asked.
'"The purpose of the protest
is to assure that this neglect
never happens again," said.
Gareri, who called this year's
election,
"one
mistake
compounded by another."
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Dependable touring bike
Mirage
«9

- » r ~9*.

Its the iiitt cnolce of students or commuters. Lightweight touring bicycle for
distance rides or commuting.

"WITH MY 65 years, and
my previous experience as a
mayor and councilman and an
obvious desire to learn new
things at JMU, I feel I'm.
qualified for the job."
Lough has taken six hours of
classes each semester until he
can "get back into the
groove—learn to study and
take notes and so forth." He
concedes that earning his
degree could take about 10
years at the present rate, but
he's not in a hurry. *
Speech, philosophy and
history have been among the
subjects Lough has studied so
far, and while he doesn't have
a concentrated interest yet? he
is leaning toward political
science—^obviously," Lough
added with a laugh.
But running for mayor is a
challenge for the silver-haired
student who has two children
and one granddaughter. His
wife didn't want him to run for
office at first.
"She thought I'd had
enough, at my age, but now
she supports me," Lough said.
As for Lough, he has no
doubts about the upcoming
election. "I'm ready to go for
it I'm as enthused about it as
I am about living."

Ptroto by CMrm A. Fazio

I'M READY to ge for it," said Maurice Lough, a freshman here,
of his candidacy for Elkton mayor. "I'm as enthused about it as I
am about living."

GRADUATING?
Good. Great! Congratulations.

In the Terrace at the Palmer House
we're having a special, super, fantastic, yummy...

After Graduation BRUNCH - Buffet
Look what you get!!

MOTOBECANE

M ■

said Lough Wednesday while
relaxing on a park bench on
the quad before an afternoon
interview with a local
television reporter.
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Breakfast Sausage
Hcmestyle Soup
Beef Tips & Noodles
Crispy Bacon
Fresh Baked Lasagna
Scrambled Eggs
French-Toast & SyrupBaked Chicken
Garden Vegetables
Fresh
Baked
Biscuits
■_
•_ i .
Cinnamon Apples
Corn Muffins
&
Salad Bar
We have a price
for everybody ^
Kids 0-2 free
Kids 3-7 1.95
Kids 8-12 2.95
Adults 4.95
Golden Age 4.45
(over 64)

MARK'S BIKE

1994 S. COUtOtAVt. HAMUSOMBUM, VA

BICYCLES-MOPEDS
SALES AND SERVICE

ALSO don't miss our great
Friday Night
' ~ SEAFOOD BUFrfT^
just 8.95 "All you can eat"
Don't forget to say
Goodbye to us at the PUB
Open at 8 AM Saturday
GRADUATION DAY
for Breakfast

THE PEDAL PEOPLE THE PEDAL PEOPLE.

.

From ail of us at Palmer House
to all of you at JMU congrats
6 God's speed I

454-5151
^

i
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Four-day school week unlikely
BY CHRIS WARD
It's called
"wonderful
Wednesday" at Guilford
College in Greensboro, N.C.,
but the prospects of having
Wednesday off and a four-day
school week here are doubtful.
Doubtful, that is, unless
Kevin Mondloch, chairman of
the sophomore class, can find
enough support from students
and faculty to get the idea
approved.
Mondloch presented the
four-day school week proposal
as part of his campaign
platform for the recent
Student Government
Association
presidential
elections which Chuck Cunningham won. Since then,
Mondloch has continued to
gather information about his
plan and has spoken with
university
administrators
about it.
"It was a way the students
could approach the administration and let them
know that we were interested
in saving energy," Mondloch
said.
HOWEVER, Cunningham,
whose term as SGA president
begins May 3, noted that the
shortened week would not
work here.
"I'm against it because it
- won't work at a large
university," he said, adding
that "schools have problems
with it because it doesn't
really save money.'
At the two schools Mondloch
cited as examples using the
four-day week, economic
reasons were not the primary
concern. Also, both schools
have smaller enrollments
than
James
Madison
University.
Some 850 students are
enrolled at Emory and Henry
College in Emory, Va., while
•Guilford College in North
Carolina has about 1,100
students. Two other schools
along the East Coast with a
four-day school week are
Dartmouth in New Hampshire
and Emory University in
Atlanta, Ga. Both schools
iiiiiiiiimmimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

have student populations of
less than 5,000.
JIM AUCKLAND, JMU
energy conservation coordinator, said that he believes
the shortened school week
would save money if the idea
were slightly revised. He said
it would be "most cost effective to close either Friday
or Monday rather than
Wednesday."Auckland
estimated that the university
could save as much as $40,000,
or about two percent of the
annual energy bill. He conceded that "this is not very
much but every little bit
helps."
However, Auckland also
added that he could only
estimate the extent of the
savings because the proposal
"has not yet really been
studied."
Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice

DR. SAMIR SALIBA, vice
president for academic affairs
at Emory and Henry noted
that the four-day program has
been "very well received" by
both faculty and students
there.
Saliba said that in the 10
years that the college has used
the four-day week "economic
reasons were not the primary

consideration."
"We have found that the
four day program is neither
more expensive nor cheaper
than conventional programs,"
he said.
Saliba added that the fourday school week was a
"reflection"of the college's
philosophy of "more intensive
terms with greater depth in
each term."
At Emory and Henry,
students have classes Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday for three ll-week
terms. Wednesday is reserved
for independent work, internships, and make-up work.
Saliba said he believed the
intensity of the 11-week terms
and the flexibility of the fourday school week has lowered
the dropout rate at Emory and
Henry. He did not say how
much the drop out rate was or
how much it may have

declined.
AT
GUILFORD,
Jim
Newlin also noted that the
switch to the shortened school
week was not instituted for
economic reasons.
"In fact, if it ended up
costing more, we would still
probably keep it," he said. He
added that Guilford went to
the four-day school week
because "students felt they
didn't have enough time for
their out-of-class work."
Their "out-of-class work"
includes internships in town,
and student conferences with
teachers as well as make-up
work, he said.
"Commuter students
benefit because they can work
a full day on a job in town," he
said. "That way they can
make more money than if they
had to go to school most of the
day."

Last Madison College students graduate
By DONNA SIZEMORE
The graduating class of 1980
will be the last class to have
attended Madison College.
Madison College officially
became James
Madison
University on July 1, 1977,
after being voted on by the
Board of Visitors and the
General Assembly. James
Madison University is the fifth
largest university in Virginia.
The only universities larger
are the University of Virginia,
Virginia
Tech,
Virginia
Commonwealth
University
and Old Dominion University.
Sinions
were
overmingly in favor of the
name change. A poll taken by
the Public Affairs Office
revealed that 87 percent of the
faculty, staff, students and
alumni who responded were in
favor of the name change.
Since Madison College
became James
Madison
University, applications for

admission have continued to
soar, reaching on all time high
of 9,220 this spring.
According to a information

published in the Richmond
Times-Dispatch last year,
JMU is the third most
selective
state-supported

institution in Virginia, behind
only the University of Virginia
and the College of William and
Mary.
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157 Warsaw Ave.
Turn at fight at JMU's front entrance
Budweiser 12 Oz. 12 pk

4.29

Busch 12oz 12 pk.

4.29

Lite 12 pk.

2.25

Old Millwaukee 12 pks.
Pearl 6 pk.
Canadian Ale 1 /2 gallon

3.79
.2.09
1.39

Kegs at one days' notice if possible.

ALSO-grocery items -snacks-candy
-frozen foods-magazines-and more

|* COMPARE & SAVE *
434-7948

president for academic affairs, also noted that the idea
was relatively new here and
that it would have to be "given
further consideration."
Stanton also pointed out
some alternatives to closing
the university on Wednesday.
Among them was a six-day
school week spread over 10
weeks instead of the present
15. Stanton estimated that
JMU could save about onethird of its energy bill under
that plan.

Open til 12 Nightly
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Jazz ensemble, choir perform today
James Madison University
will host the eighth annual Instate Jazz Festival and the
fourth annual Mid-Atlantic
Vocal Jazz and Show Choir
Festival on Friday and
Saturday. April 25-26.
" The Tri-State Jazz Festival
will be held from 8:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. on Saturday,-April
26, and will feature high
school and junior high school
iazz bands from Virginia,
West Virginia and Maryland.
The bands will compete In five
different classifications to be
determined
by
school
enrollment and an all-star
band will be selected from the
participating bands.
Musicians also will receive
performer awards- for outstanding woodwind, trumpet,
trombone and rhythm performances.
The festival will be held in
theLatimer-Shaeffer Theatre.
PhU
Wilson,
former
featured trombonist and
arranger for the Woody
feattfr&T

performer-

adjudicator of the festival.
Wilson currently is on the
faculty of the Berklee School
of Music in Boston. Mass., and
is a performer-clinician for
Yamaha
Musical
Instruments.
Wilson and the JMU Jazz
Ensemble will
give a
demonstration concert on
Saturday afternon and will
present a concert on Saturday
evening at S* p.ia. hi' Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
The panel of judges for the
competition include WilsonDennis Zeisler, clarinet and
saxophone performer and
direstor of the Old Dominion
University jazz band; and
Bonnie Todenhoft, piano and
string bass performer who
teaches at Roanoke College
and Radford University.
The Mid-Atlantic Vocal Jazz
and Show Choir Festival will
feature jazz and show choirs
from the Mid-Atlantic region.
The choirs Will compete in five
classifications determined by
school enrollment,
Awards will be given in the

areas of vocal and voicechoreography performances.
The festival will be held
from 10:15 a.m. to 7 p.m. on
Friday, April 25, and from
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on
Saturday, April 26 in Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
Choirs will be judged by a
panel of four judges including
Roger Letson, director of
choral music at De Ana
College id California ami' an '
outstanding
vocal
jazz
clinician;
Larry
Lapin
director of the jazz vocal
ensembles at the University of
Miami; John Smith, director
of the "Amaizin' Blues" of the
University of Michigan; and
Davids Greenlee, director of
choral activities at Eastern
Kentucky University.
The Madisonians, JMU's
show choir, will perform at
4:30 p.m. on Saturday in the
Wilson Hall Auditorium and
then will perform with the
JMU Jazz Ensemble at 8 p.m.
Both festivals are sponsored
by the JMU music department

.and axejiowJtt.thejjubUc at
no charge.
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Security, fire department dispute calling policy
7h the case of fire emergencies, time is precious9
By JULIE WILBER
Although the Security Of flee
at James Madison University
believes it should be contacted
immediately in case of fire,
the
Harrisonburg
Fire
Department says it should be
the first to be called.
A minute or so may be
saved by directly calling the
fire department, Harrisonburg Fire Chief William
Austin said, adding that one
minute would "surely make a
difference in saving lives and
property."
Security believes the time
delayed by calling them

"would only be about 10
seconds,"
according
to
Richard
Garber,
safety
coordinator at JMU.
During a recent fire at
Shorts Hall the fire department was notified first when a
resident advisor discovered
the fire.
"Because we have so many
fire alarms, our policy is to
call Security whenever a fire
alarm goes off," said Dave
Baker, the dormitory's head
resident "Then, if we find a
fire, we immediately call the
fire department."
Baker said he could not
estimate how long it took the

fire department to arrive
during the recent fire, but it
seemed to him that they "got
there*really quickly."
The fire department would
prefer students to call them
directly upon discovering a
fire, Austin said. "But,, this of
course
goes
against
established
policy
at
Madison," he noted.
When Security is notified of
an
emergency,
"we're
automatically on the move,"
Garber said. Over the phone
he finds out "the who, what,
where, when and how" and
determines whether to send
an electrician (for instance, in

the case of an electrical
problem), the rescue squad,
or the fire department. In the
case of a fire, Security calls
the
fire
department
automatically.
Security assists the fire
department by "routing them
into campus the easiest way
possible,
Garber
said.
Nevertheless, according to
Austin, the fire department
never has trouble locating the
sites on campus described by
students.
Security assists the fire
department by making sure
everyone is out of the burning
building by the time the fire
department
arrives.
"A
fireman need only be concerned with his own life when
he goes into a burning

building," Garber said.
However, by the time the
fire department arrived at
Shorts Hall, everyone was not
evacuated from the building.
Baker said he had "a lot of
trouble getting everybody
out."
The
fire
department
"always goes into a burning
building with the idea that
someone is still in there..,.most
of the time, there is someone
still there," Austin said.
Calling seurity in the case of
small problems may be the
wisest choice, Austin said.
But, in the case of fire
emergencies,
time
is
precious.
"A delay can be expected
when you go through so many
people," Austin concluded.

THE BODY
SHOP
Summer time Special
JEAN SALE
Lee. Levi and Wrangler
Jeans and Cords
Sraight, Boot and
Student Cuts
12.49

Consulting firm makes recommendations
trying to improve Duke's Grill facilities

•

By DONNA SIZEMORE
Expansion of Duke's Grill to
include the ballroom and a
different atmosphere were
among the suggestions offered
by a nationwide consultant
firm
who
visited
the
restaurant before spring
break.
Cini-Grissom
and
Associates made general
recommendations for improving the facility after a
one-day visit, according to Joe
Erickson,
Duke's
Grill
manager.
„ The consultant was hired at
the recommendation of a
committee appointed by
President Ronald Carrier to
study the facility and make

suggestions
for
improvements
The consultants suggested
the f acilty be made more open
by removing the walls near
the elevator, and also that an
extension be made to the
restaurant to include the
ballroom, Erickson said.

OTHER
SUGGESTIONS
included raised seating near
the windows to provide a
better view, patterned or solid
carpeting for non heavily
traveled areas and murial
wall treatment such as super
graphics.

The firm encouraged the
university
to
attempt
development of a warm atmosphere, suggesting
creation of interior concepts
for the walls, floors, ceilings,
lighting and sound control.
AUriosjJhere at Duke's Oria
should be compatible with the
experience offered by the
facility, the firm reported.

Expansion of the grill and
serving areas were primary
recommendations, Erickson
said, as well as improvement
of signs at the facility.
He added that the extent of
renovations will depend on
what amount .«*« money is
allocated for the project
Definite plans for. the
renovation are still pending.

Pre-washed Lee, Levi
and Wrangler Jeans
Staight, Boot and Student
Cuts!
14.98
Levi Bell Bo ttoms 9.98
Style

64601 IT

5 DAYS ONLY

Tues.—Sat: Apr. 22-26

TheBedu Shoto
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Opa* Taurulayand Friday NijhH tilt p.m.
Opan Daily 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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COUPON
Take Time Out For The Good Things In Life.
■

«fa SHRIMP PLATTER "^TO.

Present This Coupon and
Second Platter
88CARLTONST Buy One Shrimp Platter For
with CouDOn
H
1HARRISONBURG 3.39 and Get The Second
Shrimp Platter for HALF PRICE
expires 5/3/80
COUPON
I
SEAFOOD

•j.:

"Congratulations Seniors!"
from the Body Shop
and Cloud 9
HAVE A NICE SUMMER/
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Honor Advisory Board nominates new members
I

3

Brissette and Melvin Clarke
from the School of Fine Arts
and Communication; Joy
Stergin, Mildred Carter and
Susan Johnson from the
School of Education and
Human Services.
Next year's Honor Council
Coordinators
also
were
chosen. Donna Rubelmann
will be serving for the entire
year. Ann Mares will be a
coordinator during the first
semester
and , second:
semester Mark Waters will
replace Mares, who will
student teach. These three
students will
investigate
honor code violations and
presen^evidence^to^the

By USA MYERS
The Honor Advisory Board
approved 14 nominations for
the 1980-81 Honor Council and
appointed three new Honor
Council coordinators at an
executive meeting on Monday.
Students nominated for the
Honor Council by the dean of
their college, include: Janice
Bell, Charles Bond, Becky
Cook and Nora Newton from
the College of Letters and
Sciences; Carlton Morris.
Linda Lee and Amelia Terrell
from the School of Fine Arts
and Communication; Kitty
Wells, Melba Jeter, Kathy

Council on behalf of the
student body. Each coordinator will receive a ten-hour
undergraduate scholarship.
Two representatives from
the Honor Council must
remain at James Madison

University for freshman
orientations this summer,
where they will make a
presentation to incoming
freshman about the Council
In the past, two representatives were paid $150 each by

the Honor Council But, the
Student Government
Association now has decided
to pay the students $400 each
to supplement their income
during the summer months.

CASH & CARRY FOODS
Harrisonburg's First Box Store
Andecker 6pk cans

1.99

Old Milwaukee 6pk bottles

1.95

Old Milwaukee 12 pk cans

3.85

Miller 6pk. cans

2.15

Miller Lite 6 pk cans

2.29

Strophs 6 pk. cans

2.15

Schaeffer 6 pk cans

1.49

Michelob 6 pk bottles

2.49

Santiba Ginger Ale
Liter bottles

2/99

Coke 2 liter bottles

.99
.99

Dr. Pepper 2 liter bottles

Photo by Charles A. Failo

RESIDENTS of Gifford Hall basement tried out their new pool at
"Gilford beach" last week.

Pay Cash—sorry no Checks
Bring your own Bags

THE MARK* IT

-no refrigeration

Featuring

Save 10% to 35%

TOPS FOR EVER YONE

on hundreds of grocery items
WE CUT THE FRILLS

From Fashion Tops to T-shirts
k

(long & short sleeve)
And Other Accessories

TO SAVE YOU MORE!

Specializing In Transfers

Cash & Carry Foods

—lettering and numbering""
"9
G«-.eeklett<ering
oustom printing

290 Chesapeake Dr. Harrisonburg, Va.
433-1305
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* Carrier
(Continued from page 1)
CARRIER ADDED that
within five yean, JMU will
request an additional $12
million from the Assembly for
renovations
to
Burruss,
Keezell and Wilson Halls and
for the construction of a Fine
Arts building "If they'll give
me $12 million more, I won't
ask for anything else," he
said.
Carrier noted that construction currently occuring
at JMU "will all fall together.
* In the meantime, people feel a
little inconvenienced and I do
too. The space we have used
has been open, but not functional space, such as behind
the library. The problem I
think is you just have to be
patient."
: Although contraction is
steadily growing, enrollment
will begin to taper off, Carrier
said, noting that he does not
anticipate the university
growing larger than 8,700 or
8,800 in the next 10 years.
"WE HAVEN'T grown
much," he said. "There are
schools who would like to be in
our position that can't grow
and don't grow. If we had
stayed at 4,000 or 5,000
students, how many of you
wouldn't be here? You can't
look around and say, 'I certainly would like to be
smaller, so you've got to go."

Carrier did add that
students enrolled now seem
more career-oriented and
interested in self-development
than students in previous
years.
A major student concern
this year has been the
enrollment of black students
and faculty at JMU. According to Carrier, a task
force, staff members and a
university" committee are
working *"lo increase the
number of blacks here.
"It's always a problem
when people who have talent,
people who have capabilities,
people who have potential for
development don't have an
opportunity to realize thatwhatever group it might be,"
he said. "I think we have a
good institution and it obviously is attractive to a lot of
people and we certainly
(haven't put up barriers to
anyone.
YOU'RE NOT inclined to,
think about James Madison
University, you have to seek it
out. That's what we need is
probably more black students
talking to other black students
about what is here."
He added, "There is no
intelligent reason why I would
not want all kinds of students.
But I happen to be in a position
where I get blamed."
Carrier explained his own
role at JMU as a multi-varied

one requiring management,
public relations, lobbying,
fund-raising, planning and
speaking, adding that almost
no jobs require the total activity
of
a
university
president.
He read a week's itinerary
of his university-related activities and every day and
night but one were booked.

THE TRUCK
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BUT ONLY FOR
A FEW MORE DAYS.
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building, giving major emphasis
on
consolidating
academic programs and
faculty into a major effort to
expand quality," he said.
"In the past, we've put more
emphasis on growth, but we
won't be adding programs or
faculty as fast We'll attempt
to identify problems—like a
fine violin."

Carrier explained that in a
position involving contact, he
must
continually
make
himself available. However,
his goal for next year is to
attempt to tie together hispersonal,
family
and
university priorities.
"Next year, we hope would
be a year where a lot of things
get consolidated—planning,
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Movies have advantages
over TV, director says

Photo by Ch«rlt» A.

By LOUIS EACHO
"What I like about the
theatre is that its productions
survive," while television
material doesn't, according to
the director of "Coal Miner's
Daughter," a current boxoffice hit.
Movies are still treated like
an event even two or three
years after they are released,
giving the public something
they cannot receive on
television everyday, Micheal
Apted said Monday in the last
of a series of visiting scholars'
lectures this semester.
Apted, an Englishman who
began his career with the
British Broadcasting Company, explained he had to
come the United States to
enjoy any financial success
whatsoever in directing films.
It is impossible to make
money from movies in
England because "there has
never been any desire among
most people to either make
films or to see them," according to Apted.

F,,^

MOVIES are still an event several years after they are released,
Michael Apted, director of "Coal Miner's Daughter," said here
Mondav.

SHORTLY AFTER coming
to America, Apted was contacted
by
officials
of
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THE MOVIE basically
stresses Lynn's "development
as a person," Apted said. The
growth she experiences in her
up-and-down relationship with
her husband is what Universal
Studios decided to push, and
not her career itself, he said.
Six million dollars was
eventually spent on making
Coal Miner's Daughter, according to Apted who noted
that it is considered to be a
low-budget film among major
movie productions today.
Although Apted said he had
to make several budget
concessions while filming the
movie, he was able to convince Universal Studio officials of the need for his
major financial requests.
One of the larger costs in
making the movie was that
almost all of the scenes were
filmed on location, Apted said.
"We did not want the film to
have a Hollywood glow, but a
hard-edge look that depicts
the Appalachian. Mountain
area of the 1940's."
RESEARCH OF the era and
environment took six months
after the time Apted was hired
as Ju-ector. Obtaining the
' right Technicians, sets and
local people for extra roles
was almost as important as
casting the major roles of the
film, he said.
The character of Loretta
Lynn from her age at the
beginning of the movie of 13 to
her mid-thirties was played by

Sissy Spacek. Apted noted
that Spacek had already been
casted to play the role even
before be was hired to direct
the film."
"It is impossible to even
imagine making the movie
without her(Spacek) playing
the role of Loretta Lynn,"
Apted said. Fortunately,
reek proved she could do all
the necessary singing to
play the part, even though the
producers did not know that
when they hired her, Apted
,added.
SEVERAL actors
auditioned for the role of
Lynn's husband whom she
married at the age of 13, including Harrison Ford, Jeff
Bridges and Brad Davis.
However, Apted felt that
Tommy Lee Jones was the
right person for the part, even
though he looked too old to
play Lynn's husband in the
first half of the movie, he said.
"I went through a lot of
worry and obsession" hoping
that all of the main characters
did not look the same age
when the roles they played
involved such a diverse age
group, but critics and the
public have not noticed this,
Apted said.
One major problem with
directing the movie was
trying to "bring together
everyone's varied styles,"
according to Apted. After
shooting the film for 52 days,
Apted found the actors had to
be precisely consistent in their
performances, while the
director had to be sensitive to
the different attitudes of each
actor.
The major selling point for
the movie has turned out to be
its ability to be spread "by
word of mouth," according to
Apted.
As far as Apted's personal
career goes, "Coal Miner's
Daughter" has proven to be
the "first movie I have ever
directed to make money." He
said he hopes that in his future
film projects that success will
allow him to control as many
of the decisions of the movie
as possible over other studio
and production officials.
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Universal Studios about the
possiblity of directing "Coal
Miner's Daughter," a film
concerning the life of Loretta
Lynn.
»
Although-most critics felt a
film dealing with a country
music personality would be a
dismal failure, Apted said, he
and other studio officials
disagreed.
"We latched onto the idea of
making the film into a love
story between Loretta Lynn
and her husband, instead of a
typical rags-to-riches idea.
Since the story concerns a
relationship, anyone can go
see the movie without even
knowing anything at all about
Loretta Lynn," Apted said.
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U.S. seen as 'second rate military pcwer
Noted author says Soviets hope to use Afghanistan as 'foothole to Iran9

r-'.
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By VANCE RICHARDSON
The Soviet Union is the
world's leading power in
conventional forces, a noted
author on Soviet affairs said
here Monday.
Dr. Alvin Rubenstein called
the United States "a second
rate military power," a fact
he said has yet to be accepted
by the American public.
Rubenstein,
a
visiting
professor of government and
international affairs at UVa.,
lectured on the Soviet policy
towards Afghanistan and
Iran, a subject on which he is
currently writing a book.
The Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan is in keeping with
the Soviet policy of imperialism and opportunism,
he said.
"Moscow was unwilling to
see a communist government
lucked out of power" as was
likely to occur in Afghanistan
iad the Soviets not intervened
militarily, he said.
RUBENSTEIN SAID the
(remlin
probably
had
knowledge of the coup that
installed
a
pro-Moscow
regime in Afghanistan in April
1978.
The
communist
government in Afghanistan
soon found it very difficult "to
push social and economic
reforms" on the deeply
religious Moslem people, he
said.
As resistance to the communist regime grew, the
Afghan government became
more and more repressive in
order to control dissent.
Eventually, when it appeared
that the Kabul government
was in danger of collapsing,
Soviet troops were brought in
to bolster the regime in
December 1979.
Rubenstein ,
said
Afghanistan was the first
instance of Soviet military
intervention in a Third World
country with the purpose of
installing a particular regime.
He said the Soviet invasion is
in keeping with the policy of
opportunism based on the
premise held by the Kremlin
leaders that "what's theirs is
theirs, and what's yours is
negotiable "

he noted that Iranians only
comprise 60 percent of the
population of Iran, the other 40
percent
being
ethnic
nationalities
that
speak
various languages. These
minorities have "little love or
respect of Iranians," he noted.
By controlling Afghanistan
the Soviet
Union
has
positioned itself to take
posible advantage of conditions to intervene in neighboring Iran or Pakistan,
Rubenstein said.
HE EXPRESSED little
confidence that the Soviets
will
withdraw
from
Afghanistan or that rebel
tribesmen can topple the
Kabul regime. Afghanistan is
not likely to become another
Vietnam, he said, because no
superpower is arming the
rebel tribesmen who are
fighting under conditions
vastly different than those the
Viet Cong fought under.
It's only a matter of time
before the Afghan cities are
pacified, Rubenstein noted.
"There may have to be two
Soviets for every Afghan," he
said, but they will be pacified.
"The Russians don't care if

everybody hates them," he
added.
Rubenstein said Soviet
leaders see the U.S. response
to the invasion of Afghanistan
as a "mild surprise." Detente
was "on the rocks anyway,"
he said, and "nothing is going
to happen until after the U.S.
elections."
THE SOVIET Union has
made a demonstration to the
oil-rich Gulf states; they have
the power to intervene in the
area and the U.S. won't be
able to effectively counter
their actions, he said.
Rubenstein discounted the
idea of a naval blockade of
Iran, claiming it couldn't be
sustained for more than three
or four weeks. "There simply
aren't enough ships," he said.
America faces a problem
that can't be • solved by
rhetoric. "We must understand in advance what
we'Jll fight for, he said, adding
that America needs to sort out
what is crucial to its foreign
policy.
Photo by cnarm *. Fajio
"Russians respect power, and
we don't have it," Rubenstein
"WE'RE DEALING with an area of tremendous upheaval. The
said. "Why should they curb- Iranian Revolution is not the last in the area." said a noted author
on Soviet affairs.
their appetities?"

AFGHANISTAN IS a Ian
dlocked country bordering on
, Iran and Pakistan, both of
v.'hv'^^XJ^'sjBnd ripe fe^*
deterioration from within^
Rubenstein noted.
"The weakness in Iran—and
it is a substantial weaknessis such that the Soviet Union is
well aware that Iran could
easily disintegrate," he said,
adding that the Soviets hope to
use Afghanistan as a foothole
to Iran.
"We're dealing with an area
of tremendous upheaval," he
said. '^The Iranian Revolution
is not the last in the area."
Rubenstein referred to the
Middle East as an "ethnic
smorgasborg." For example
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George S. Patton
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THE
IMAGE
THAI imerges from Patton's private
papers is quite different from his public self, Martin
Bfumenson said here last week.

Rough exterior hid insecurity

By KEVIN HUNT
George S. Patton. Jr. was a
man of conflicting and often
contradictory
personality
traits, according to noted
authority Martin Blumenson.
Blumenson, the author of a
book on Patton, spoke to an
audience of faculty and
students in the AnthonySeeger
Campus
School
auditorium last week.
The image that emerges
from Patton's private papers
is quite different from his
public self, Blumenson said,
explaining that Patton was a
devoted husband who wrote
witty and charming letters to
his wife. Away from battle,
however, he was a quiet,
unassuming, modest, sensitive, and often tortured man.
Blumenson said Patton
covered his natural insecurity
and sensitive nature with a
tough hard-boiled exterior.
He was a rough, athletic,
profane man who also wrote
poetry.
Patton believed at an early
age that it was his destiny to
be great, Blumenson said.
While still at West Point he

wrote, "I have got to be great
and it is in war alone that I am
fitted to do anything of importance."
HE DIRECTED all of his
energies to the pursuit of
excellence and was extremely
hard on himself; never lazy or
relaxed, Blumenson said,
Patton
was
constantly
struggling to remake himself
into the mighty warrior,
wanting to inspire his troops
and give them confidence on
the battlefield.
Patton's near obsession
with inspiring his troops
resulted* in the famous
"slapping-incidents" in Sicily,
Blumenson said. He explained
that while visiting wounded
troops in an Italian hospital
Patton was so moved by the
suffering of the wounded that
he felt compelled to slap a
soldier who was hospitalized
for battle fatigue. When a
similar incident occured a
week later, officials were
outraged.
According
to
Blumenson, Patton explained
that he had hoped to slap away
the fear and nervousness of

the soldiers who had battle
fatigue. Unsatisfied with this
excuse, General Eisenhower
ordered Patton to apoligize to
everyone involved.
"But when Patton died in
December of 1945, the tributes
poured
in,"
Blumenson
stated. One officer wrote, "I
feel that I am a better man
because of the general."
BLUMENSON SAID
PATTON "affected everyone
who knew him. He gave them
confidence. He made them
feel good that he was a part of
their life."
Blumenson
compared
Patton to folk heroes like
Davy Crockett and Daniel
Boone. Patton was the subject
of numerous stories, most of
which were untrue. He was
"half god and half man"
who's "language and flamboyance are legendary."
"Above all else, he was a
military genius. A legend in
his lifetime. He epitomized the
American soldier. Thirty-five
years after his death he is still
a hero," Blumenson concluded.
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WHAT COULD
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Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now, there
are many aspects of the
Army that you might find
very attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

LIKE YOU?

MED SCHOOL ON US
You read it right.
The Army's Health Professions Scholarship Program provides necessary tuition,
books, lab fees, even microscope rental during medical school.
Plus a tax-free monthly stipend that
works out to about $6,450 a year. (After
July 1,1980, it'll be even more.)
After you're accepted into medical
school, you can be accepted into our program.
Then you're commissioned and you go
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Reserve.
The hitch? Very simple. After your residency, you give the Army a year as a doctor
for every year the Army gave you as a med
student, and under some conditions, with a
minimum scholarship obligation being two
years' service.

INTERNSHIP. RESIDENCY
& CASH BONUSES
Besides schobrfjups to medical school >
the Army afso offers" AMA-approved firstyear post-graduate and residency training
programs.
Such training adds no further obligation
to the student in the scholarship program.
But any Civilian Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the Army gives you a oneyear obligation for every year of sponsorship.
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every
year you're paying back medical school or
post-graduate training.
So you not only get your medical education paid for; you get exftra pa*y while you're
paying it back.
Not a bad deal.

A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is
one of excellence, dedication, even heroism.
And it's a challenge to live up to.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome
of professionalism, regarded as a critical
member of the Army Medical Team.
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical
spectrum is almost impossible to match
in civilian practice.
And, since you'll be an Army Officer,
you'll enjoy more respect and authority than
most of your civilian counterparts. You'll
also enjoy travel opportunities, officer's pay
and officer's privileges.

Army Nursing offers educational opportunities that are second to none. As an Army
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate
degree programs at civilian universities.

ADVANCED NURSING COURSE,
TUITION-FREE

You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
You can also take Nurse Practitioner
courses and courses in many clinical specialties. All on the Army.
While these programs do not cost you
any money, most of them do incur an additional service obligation.

A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW

If you're about to get your law degree
and be admitted to the bar, you should consider a commission in the Judge Advocate
General Corps. Because in the Army you get
to practice law right from the start.
While your classmates are still doing
other lawyers' research and other lawyers'
briefs, you could have your own cases, your
own clients, in effect, your own practice.
rius fiSu'll have the pay, prestige and
privileges of being an Officer in the United
States Army. With a chance to travel and
make the most of what you've worked so
hard to become. A real, practicing lawyer.
Be an Army Lawyer.

R0TC SCHOLARSHIPS

ional $70 a month (sergeant's pay) as an Army
Reservist.
When you graduate,
you'll be commissioned as a
Second Lieutenant, but not
necessarily assigned to active duty. Find out about it.

A BONUS FOR PART-TIME WORK
You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve units. Or up to
$2,000 in educational benefits.
You also get paid for your Reserve duty.
It comes out to about $1,000 a year for about 16
hours a month and two weeks annual training.
And now we have a special program to
hd|^you til I he Army Reserve around your
school schedule. It's worth a look.

A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE
Some may find college to be the right
place at the wrong-time for a variety of reasons.
The Army can help them, too.
A few years in the Army can help them
get money for tuition and the maturity to use it
wisely.
The Army has a program in which money
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
government. Then, if one qualifies, agenerous
bonus is added to that.
So 2 years of service can get you up to
$7,400 for coiiege^years up to $12,100, and 4
years up to »14,100. In addition, bonuses up to
$3,000 are available for 4-year enlistments in
selected skills.
Add in the experience and maturity gained,
and the Army cansendanindividualbacktocollege a richer person in more ways than one.
We hope these Army opportunities have intrigued you as well as surprised you. Because
there is indeed a lot the Army can of f era bright
person like you.
For more information, send the coupon.
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Though you're too late for a 4-year
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year
scholarships available.
They include tuition, books,
and Jab foes. Pius *i00 a.month
living allowance. Naturally
Please tell me more about: □ (AM) Medical School and Army
Medicine, □ (AN) the Army Nurse Corps, □ (AI.) Army I .aw,
they're very competitive. Because
□ (PR) ROTC Scholarships, n (SS) Army Reserve Bonuses,
besides helping you towards your
□ (PC) Army Educational Benefits.
degree, an ROTC scholarship
helps you towards the gold bars
NAMli
'- —
of an Army Officer.
Stop by the ROTC office on
ADDRKSS
campus and ask about details.
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You can combine service in
the Army Reserve or National
Guard with Army ROTC and
get up to $6,500 while you're still
in school.
It's called the Simultaneous
Membership Program. You get
$100 a month as an Advanced
Army ROTC Cadet and an addi-
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SCHOOL busses no longer just transport students to school each day- "t have expanded to include all kinds of unknown roles.
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BOB MARTIN and Mike-Dyer And "wheelchalrtag" •■ vfaM* way to ride around campus

* Wheelchairs
(Continued from page 1)
old and unable to do
much else. "When I get old I'll
give out beginner,
intermediate, and advanced
lessons," Martin said "And of
course, I'll charge a small
fee."
Martin used to live in
Weaver Hall where be enioyed
riding down the sidewalk on
the Trill, often performing
various stunts with someone
on his lap. Martin said it was
best to carry light-weight girls
down on his lap since it was
easier to compensate for their
weight

down the hill at Weaver, but
this was when he and his
friends got a little too loud
around 3 a.m. He was never
fined by the police, just
reprimanded.
Martin said he told the officers a story about the wheel
chair having belonged to his
father, ana assuming his
father had died, they left him
alone, Martin said.
Martin does not mind the
weird looks he gets sometimes
when doing stunts in his wheel
chair. "I pretty much do
whatever the heck I want to,"
he said.

OCCASIONALLY Martin
would grow tired of wheeling
back up the hill at Weaver,
and someone who thought he
was handicapped would push
him up the hill. '"I'd say
thanks and motor back
down," Martin said.
Campus police stopped
Martin a few times for riding

MARTIN AND a couple of
friends did a routine in wheel
chairs in the Homecoming
Revue in 1978. They performed
a routine of kicks, spins, and
stunts to "The Stripper" and
another routine to a Peter
Frampton song called, "A
Penny for Your Thoughts."
Martin said they were well

received by tbe audience but
he thinks the Judges thought
they were making fun of
handicapped
people,
an
assumption Martin denies.
Martin loans out his extra
wheel chairs to friends. One of
his favorites, which he bought
for $19 at a pawn shop, came
back recently with a broken
wheel which Martin thinks is
irrepairable. The wheel chair
is a unique one because it has
a drive shaft which makes the
chair maneuverable for both

right and left hand turns with
the left wheel.
Martin
assumes it belonged to a boy
who did not have a right arm.
Another wheel chair that he
got at a pawn shop cost $23. He
said the cheapest a new wheel
chair can be purchased for
today is between $275 and
1350.
THE LEGS ON all of
Martin's wheel chairs are
interchangeable. The legs are
used to hold a person's feet off
the ground while being

pushed. Martin found the legs
to be a hindrance most of the
time, so he just unscrews
them and puts them away.
All tbe wheel chairs Martin
has on campus fold up and can
be easily stored. The one he
keeps at his parents' house,
however, is welded open and
can not be closed.
Martin plans to donate all
except one of his wheel chairs
to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital. He wants the wheel
chairs to be given to people
who need them.

WERNER'S MARKET
THE PARTY PACKAGE STORE
• Party Ice • Party Kegs +Parrtflceir

BUDWEISER & BUSCH RACE CAR SPECIALS
Budweiser & Natural Light .
2.19
Michelob "World's Finest "
6pk bottles
2.39
fffiich<Mob "Party Pac"
12/12
4.69
Budweiser & Busch Premium Quality
2.19
—"LONGNECKS BAR BOTTLES"—
Budweiser &
Natural Light Busch
Premium (24)

7.99
■

"FreeJce " TRUCK LOAD PARTY KEGS "Free Ice"
Moose Head Canadian Beer
Ice Buy one —GET ONE FREE

6pk
20 lb.

WERNER'S 7—DAY MARKET
915 South High Street

PtMfO by Ch»rl«« A. Feito

MARTIN plans to donate all bat one Of hiS wheelchairs to
.•jr. ■. v. . . ,.V, ,
Rockingham Memorial Hospital. V
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Suicide rumor

Campus hanging myth survives 50 years

'

By LOIS GREEN
Her
footsteps
echoed
through the dimly lit tunnel as
bare light bulbs cast harsh
light into the darkness.
It was Thanksgiving break.
She was one of the few girls
who had stayed on campus.
Her recent fight with her
boyfriend had pushed her past
reason. She hung herself in the
tunnel between Harrison Hall
and Ashby Hall.

ACCORDING TOsome other
faculty and staff members,
former
students,
and
newspapers no one ever
committed
suicide
that
Thanksgiving in the tunnel.
Even though this campus has
had its share of deaths and
suicides in it's 72-year history,
none resemble a hanging.
"It's a myth," says Dr.
Elmer Smith, professor of
Anthropology and_ Sociology.

'She hung herself in the tunnel between
Harrison Hall and Ashby Hall
This rumor, believed to
have originated in the 1930s, is
remebered by several current
James Madison University
Eofessors and staff memrs. Some believe the rumor
was spread by housemothers
during that time and through
word-of-mouth.
The tunnel has since been
closed and the rumor has
come no closer to becoming a
fact

"Years ago, although students
were told not to, they used the
tunnel in bad weather."
These tunnels, now closed,
connect all the buildings on
the quadrangle, according to
Smith. He believes that
students may have invented
the rumor "to add scare" to
using the tunnels. Another
possiblity
is . that
a
housemother made up the
story to keep students out of

y~"\^-

the tunnels.
The story was a "very
functional myth," Smith said,
"Most students were afraid to
go down there."
He said he can understand
why. "It's ugly down there."
Smith said that he had
discussed the rumor with Dr.
Otto
Frederick son,
who
taught here from 1931 through
1958, and Raus Hanson, who
was here from 1928 to 1959.
BOTH MEN were aware of
the rumor, Smith says.
Frederickson said that he
heard the story many times.
Both men believed that if
there had been a hanging, it
happened before their arrival.'
Dr.
Margaret Gordon,
associate professor of biology,
thinks she heard the hanging
story from her housemother,
Ruth Cox. Gordon, a student
here from 1953 to 1957, said
that since her housemother
had told her the story, she
believed it. She said the story
was told in a very serious
manner.
No barrier was in place
between the Harrison and
Ashby tunnel at that time, but
Gordon was one student who
didn't venture there. She did,
however, use the tunnel
between
Harrison
and
Jackson.
Pauline Long, director of
the records office, said she
heard the hanging story when
she was here as a student in
1941. The dean of women from
1933-44, Ann Cook, told Long
and other students the
hanging did not happen, said
Long.
Cook and others who denied
the rumor seemed to be bonesj

1923-25 and school nurse from
192543.
The Harrisonburg Daily
News-Record did not record
any deaths of girls on campus
over
the
Thanksgiving
weekend from 1915-23.
Dr. Raymond Dingledine,
head of the history department said he never found
anything about the rumor
when he did research for his
book,Madison College The
First Fifty Years 19W-1958.
His
research
included
examining
records,
documents,
letters,
con^

depended on the class, she
said.

Marshall credits the rumor
to "those spooky corriders"
and "sophomores terrorising
the freshmen."
NO ONE knows if the
hanging really happened. But
many who tell the rumor say
the tunnel was closed because
the girl bung herself there.
According to George Marcum,
superintendent of buildings
and grounds, the HarrisonAshby tunnel was not closed
until 1968. It was closed to
renovate Harrison, he said.

Some credit the rumor to 'those spooky corridors'
and 'sophomores terrorizing the freshman'
in doing so, said Long. They
seemed "slightly amused" by
the story.
The story has probably been
going around as long as there
has been a tunnel, said Long.
Harrison Hall was not
complete until 1915, four years,
after Ashby. go the tunnel has
been around since 1915.

ducting personal interviews
with former faculty members
and researching many other
sources.

Many say the students must
now go home over break
because of the hanging.
Linwood Rose, director of the
office of residence halls and
commuting student services,
said students go home for
Thanksgiving break and other
, breaks because the cost of
keeping the school open for a
few is great. Also he said the
staff wants a break. .
Eighty percent of the
students are now in-state
students.. Geting home is no
longer a problem for our
"mobile" ^opulatioar said

LIKEWISE, Dr. Caroline
Marshall, a JMU professor of
history , said sh* has been
associated with the school's
history and would "almost
swear it didn't happen."
Marshall, a student here
from 1956-60, said those
STUDENTS
USEDthe
tunnels were poorly lit In
Jackson-Harrison tunnel for
some places light would come,
easy access to the dining hall
in from windows above the
and post office which were at
one time in Harrison They
ground.
But most often only light
used the Harrison-Ashby
So, the hanging story is only
bulbs lit the tunnel. The tunnel
tunnel which led from the gym
a rumor. Even though the
"is very dark and very
in Ashby to Harrison.
tunnel has closed, the story
spooky," said Marshall. '
The
rumor
which
has not lost it's effectiveness.
"You
always
thought
Frederickson and Hanson
The rumor is still told with
something was going to be
heard in the 1930's could only
vivid detail.
down there you didn't want to
have happened between 1915
Some still believe the story
see," she said.
and 1930.
today and probably will go on
In those days, sophomores
But Bernice Varner, dean of
believing it For others, they
came back to campus early in
women from 1923-30 and home
may have the same opinion
the fall to plan how they were
economics professor from
about
the hanging rumor as a
going
to
harass
the
freshmen,
1934-59, said she never heard
the rumor. Neither has Marv ., said ,. Marshall. The class ,. 193Q graduate, She said 'Tve
system was strict. Privileges, . never heard suchawUd $Le.
Waples, nursing teacher froft

».tW.V.T,-','..-,,v.',T,*.'.'.'?.W.V5\' *
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'Punch Henry's Funeral 'opens
By WES PARKER
"Punch
Henry's
Jazz
Funeral" opened Wednesday
night to a packed house. The
crowd jammed against the
walls and fanned themselves
to escape the heat; but the
show kept their minds off the
extremely high temperatures
of the former chicken coop—
Wampler Theater
Dazzling stuff is playing in
our midst. Jim Green, as
Punch Henry, is a retired jazz
pianist, and he can sing and
act. Joining him are Anna
Gerard and Susan Burrel. One
number,"I feel like I'm
falling,"
brought
more
sniffles from the audience
than a soap opera. Save for a
few
fare
moments of
mediocrity, Curtis Potter's
music is stunning—enough to
keep the audience riveted for
two and one half hours.

Theater
The play's ability to hold an
audience lies in the high
quality of acting, dancing, and
singing shown throughout. It
isn't the plot because there
really isn't one. Eudora
Prufreau (Jacqueline Belt)
settles in Catgut, Mississippi,
hoping to escape her past as a

scorned lover by opening a
boarding house in a new town
and pretending to be a
duchess of noble birth. See, it
even reads poorly. With her
are Punch Henry, Jenny Wren
and Justin Jefferson, all
boarders at her home.
"People have histories that
they want to hide and this play
shows how you can't hide from
your past, and what happens
to you when you do," says Tim
Green commenting on the
play.

c

ED WRIGHT, a director,
puts it another way. "We've
got three intricately entwined
plots. If Roger Wells wasn't
such a good writer the play
would nave fallen apart.
Roger Wells is indeed a good
playwright He alternates the
'heavy' scenes with the
lighter, comic ones in such a
way that after two and a half
hours the audience wants
more. Immediately following
the river rat gang discussion
of a proper lynching, we move
to chicken cackling of the
Catgut town council, then
back again to Jenny going
mad.
Good,
clever
manipulation of pace which
keeps the audience's attention.
Essentially, "Punch
Henry's Jazz Funeral" is
about self-deception. It's not a
'who dunnit?',or
a'what
happens?'. It's a 'why'. Why
run from an ugly past and why
lie to ourselves? Does it do us
any good, or does it bring us
hurt? According to Punch
Henry,if we come to grips
with an ugly history, we near
a chorus of 'I'm OK, you're
OK.' If we don't, we hear "I'm
sick and you're no better off.'
The fun part, and it is fun, is
that in delivering such a
message we get outrageous
laughs from the whores, the
cockeyed preacher and the

t*

Backstage at Punch Henry's
cut-throats.
ALL IN , a night out
listening to smooth music,
resting comfortably with fine
acting, and being dazzled with

the dance numbers.
Watch Susan Burrell, whore
extraordinaire, and Anna
Gerard, who manages to be
virtuous and lusty at the same
time, and you'll fall in love

with one or the other. If not,
then have your glasses
checked.
Catch the show
tonight or catch it Saturday.
Easily, three hours better
than Saturday Night Live.

Cornerstone band spreads
message of Christian faith
By TOM KINNAHAN
A lot of talk has been circulating lately about
student bands cropping up around campus.
There is, however, one student band which you
have'piwL«.~C?wiot heard so much about.
But that group has been playing dates as far
away as Roanoke, Virginia Beach and
Washington, D.C., for close to two years. They
call themselves Cornerstone, and they sing
about Jesus.
'%7're a Christian band," says Robby Pitt,
one ot u.band's original members, '-'Christ is
our priority. **%
"Music is just a ffajLlf what we do. It's not
just to entertain people. We have a message.
We like to talk to people during a show and
invite them to talk with us. Most bands finish
playing and they're gone. Not us. People will
come up after a show to talk," he said, then
added with a smile, "which is good because we
have to move our own equipment."
The Band got started about two years ago
when several of the future members saw each
other perform at a campus coffeehouse. Afterwards, they all got together to play, "and
liked the way it sounded."
The group members obviously share common musical ground, but their spiritual beliefs
mold them into a true unit. Even their name,
"Cornerstone;' comes from the Scriptures; it
represents Christ and the force that holds all
things together.
The band hopes to spread the message for
people to "love one another as He loves us,"
explains vocalist- guitarist Drew Trotman,
"and we're learning to love each other as a
band. We work on our relationship offstage
before we. ever go onstage."
>
.
Cornerstone has achieved a measure of
group success, playing coffehouses. churches.

and concerts throughout Virginia, West
Virginia, and Maryland. The band is not a
profit making organization, however, according to Pitt.J"We'll charge for expenses and
put it is-a b£~ m»unt for things like tontar
strings." After nearly two years of saving, tne
band claims to have accumulated a net profit
of 85 cents.
HELP COMES from other places, though.
While Christ meets the band's spritual needs,
people along the road have helped with their
equipment needs. One man, for example, gave
the band an expensive bass, "just as a spontaneous thing to help," explains Trotman.
Others have helped in much the same way, he
said. We didn't ask, they just wanted to help."
Though the band travels a great deal and
practices during the week, they don't let that
interfere with academics or personal plans,
says Trotman. "If there is a possible
engagement, we talk about it as a group. If one
person has problems, we don't play.
Trotman feels that Christian music as a
whole is growing rapidly, and that Cornerstone
is just a part of that growth. He points to the
recent conversion of Bob Dylan, Roger
McGuinn and Donna Summer to back himself
up. "The quality of their music hasn't gone
down, they're just singing about something
different/ says Pitt.
Pitt mentioned Larry Norman as one of the
groups favorite Christian musicians, calling
him the "Bob Dylan of Christian music—
though now I guess Bob Dylan is the Bob Dylan
of Christian music."
Cornerstone is a band with a message, but
behind that message is some tight bluegrass
picking and sharp harmonizing which works as
well on non-Christian tunes as it does on
secular numbers -

::vV
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Cos tell o, Zevon emerge with
By MARK SUTTpN
Say what you may about
Linda Ronstadt, she certainly
can pick a good songwriter.
Recently.she has made extensive use of Warren Zevon
and Elvis Costello. Both of
these men have new LPs on
the market, which reflect
their own unique personalities. Costello's I '"*Get
Happy" and Zevon's "Bad
Luck Streak in Dancing
School" are both, burning up
the charts. Herewith, a review
of both.
Warren Zevon is not one for
turning out albums at
breakneck pace. In fact, this
is only his second release
since 1976's "Warren Zevon."
He has, however, maintained
a consistent quality on those
albums. There have been
several changes in the man's
life recently (divorce from his
wife, and alcohol), and this
album reflects them. While
other critics have called this
Zevon's most personal LP, it
is perhaps his most inconsistent.
Never on a Warren Zevon
album have there been so
many songs that are bona fide
dogs. In fact, three of the LP's
cute can be safely called
worthless.
"Wild
Age,"
"Gorilla,
You're
a
Desperado," and "A Certain
GirP' are the three weakest
cuts which Zevon has committed to vinyl.

r,

ZEVON does, however, rise
to standard form on several of
the LP's songs. He has included s^raall segments of the
symphony that he is writing
on this album. On "Bad Luck
Streak in Dancing School,"
"Jeannie Needs a Shooter,"
and Interludes one and two,
Zevon plays a variety of
classical
stringed
instruments.
The effect, however poorly
these interludes are integrated into the rest of the LP
(and at times they are very
poorly integrated), is interesting. What Zevon can do
with the symphonic ideas,
either on a rock and roll LP or
on the actual symphony itself,
remains to be seen
Throughout the rest of the
LP Zevon relies on the electric
guitar to a greater extent than
ever. Utilizing large amounts
of fuzztone on the instrument,
while still keeping to the LA
country rock feel of the first
LP, Zevon creates a sound

^e

ass and nod at stupid things
Man, that's hard to do
And if you don't they'll screw
you
And if you do they'll screw you
too

that is uniquely his own, and
at the, same time distinctly
familiar.
Zevon trundles out the usual
all-star cast of sessionmen
and guest artists which have
been featured on all his LPs.
About half of the Eagles are
kicking around at various
places on this album, along
with Zevon's usual crew of
friends and sessionmen:
Leland Sklar on bass, Waddy
Watchel on guitars and Rick
Maralotta on drums. Also in
the studio for the sessions
were Jackson Browne and,
you guessed it Linda Ronstadt herself.
STANDOUT cuts on the
album, while fewer in number
than on previous LPs, are no
less excellent. Of particular
note are "Bill Lee, "Jungle
Work," "Play It All Night
Long," and the title cut.
"Bad Luck Streak in
Dancing School," features a
string interlude, which gives
way to distorted electric
guitars and Zevon's vocals.
"Swear to God I'll change,"
Zevon sings. And change he
obviously has. Zevon has
never before used this much
guitar work to power a cut
along. Previously he had
relied on a combination of
guitars and keyboards.
"Jungle Work" continues "
the use of military metaphor
that has been displayed ttull
of Zevon's previous work^rne
lyrics, as usual for the man,
make light of what is obviously
a
precarious
situation:
Lear Jet SWAT team
On a midnight ran
With an M16
And the Ingram gun
"Bill Lee," a song which
continues in this light-hearted
vein, is ostensibly about the
celebrated Montreal Expos
pitcher, hurin r*„ 1/ could be
written for just about
anybody:
You're supposed to sit on your

While it may or may not be
relevant to Lee's situation,
(who, by the way, is a rabid
Zevon fan), it is certainly
relevant to the lives of the rest
of us. It is probably the funniest song on the LP.
On"Empty Handed Heart,"
Zevon is at his most touching.
Here he sings plaintively
about losing his wife, and the
new love he has found
I've met someone I care for
I know she cares for me
Will I fall in love again?
It's a possibility
Girl, we had some good times
That time cannot undo
No one will ever take the place
of you
It is a powerful, effective
song. But the album's high
point comes on the end of side
one, with "Play It All Night
Long," wherein Zevon depicts
the life of a rural family:
Daddy's doing sister Sally
Grandma's dying of cancer
now
The cattle aU have brucelosis
We'U get by somehow
Zevon captures, and yet at
the same time makes light of,
the plight of this rural family
He takes the listener right
down to the depths with him as
he sings:
"Sweet Home Alabama"
Play that dead band's song
Turn the speakers up full blast
Play it aU night long.
It may be the perfect way to
sum up a less than perfect LP.
Zevon has missed more than
he has hit here, and that's too
bad.

sleeve and label. Many people
out there are going to be
playing this album in reverse
order.
Which may make sense,
since side two is the stronger
on this set. It opens with
Banks and James' "I Can't
Stand Up For Falling Down,"
an up tempo song which is the
only non-original on this disc.
Before the listener has time to
catch a breath, "Black and
White World" comes hurtling
out of the speakers. Another

up tempo tune, it is powered
along by Steve Naive's
keyboard work, which has
been the most important
musical element on Costeilo's
LP's since the Attractions
signed on with him after the
first album.
THIS may perhaps be the
most important thing about
Elvis Costello and the Attractions. They are a band
with nothing to prove, and

\»

(Continued on Page 16)

Artfile

Costello, on the other hand,
is a considerably more difficult nut to crack. Coming off
of his worst album ever, the
man has rebounded to
produce a work that comes
close to equaling 1978's "This
Year's Model."
-Contrary to the LP's title,
however, there is nothing to be
found^within about getting
happy. The order of songs
(there are an incredible 20
here),. is reversed on the

'Madison Nite'
Debris, JMU's most successful band, will appear at
the Peak at Massanutten this Friday night, Apru 25, at
8p.m. The band will also be appearing at Georgetown's
Desperados, 3350 M Street, Washington, DC, on May 5
at 8 K*Ss Reservations for the Desperados show may be
obtained by calling (202) 338-5220.

'
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New Curio now on sale
By SUSAN TERPAY
The spring 1980 edition of
the award-winning CURIO
feature magazine, showcasing
an interview with Sen. Harry
F. Byrd, Jr., is now on sale.
"The magazine is unique
among campus publications in
that it is for and about the
people of the Shenandoah
Valley," according to editor
Tricja Fischetti. "However
we also by to include some
articles of interest to James
Madison
University
students."
The current issue features
articles on the JMU women's
rugby team and on awardwinning photographer and
JMU photojournalism instructor Walt Morgan.
The work of local landscape
artiste is included in the

magazine, and one of Lorinda
Palin's oil paintings, a rural
Valley scene, appears on the
cover. "We have fried to do
something different in each of
the four issues," Fischetti
said. "This is the first time we
have had a four-color cover."
Curio is produced each
semester by the feature
magazine production class,
Comm Arts 482, under the
supervision of Mr. David
Wendelken
Recently last year's two
issues of Curio won first place
for overall excellence in
magazines at a national
competion sponsored by the
Society for Collegiate Journalists, a communication
honor society. The magazine
also received first place in a
regional competition sponsored by the Society for

Professional
Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi. Curio has
advanced to their national
competition, which will be
held this summer. Editors of
these issues were Lawrence
Emerson, Spring 1979, and
Maureen Rifey, Winter 1979.
The 64-page magazine is
divided into six sections,
which include arts and crafts,
travel, sports, homes, general
profiles and a photo gallery.
Unlike
other
campus
publilcations such as The
Breeze, Chrysalis and the
Bhiestone, Curio is financed
by advertisements sold by the
class and the cover price of
one dollar.
Circulated in five counties
in the Shenandoah Valley,
Curio is also available in the
JMU bookstore and. the Valley
Mall.

JMU Jazz
The Eighth Annual James Madison University TriState Jazz Festival will be held on Sahirday, April 26, in
Latimer-Schaefer Theatre.
Jazz bands from 22 high schools in Virginia and West
Virginia will perform, with a new band on stage every 20
minutes.
Phil Wilson, formerly a featured soloist with the
Woody Herman Orchestra, will perform a demonstration concert with the JMU Jazz band at approximately 1:20 on Saturday, and will appear in concert in Wilson Hall at 8 p.m. The Madisonians will also
appear in that evening concert.
The 22 high school bands will compete for awards in 5
different classifications. An all-star band will be
selected and will be announced at 5.30 on the day of the
contest.
All events are open to the public free of charge.
■
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* Zevon
(Continued from Page 15)
they know it. They said all \
they needed to say on "This
Years Model," and despite
that, they have continued to
produce music Many people
would have been content to
hang it up after an album like
that, but for Elvis and the
Attractions, it was only just
the beginning.
They would parade together
through the heavily 1politicized
"Armed Forces,'
which
recieved very mixed reviews
(the working title was
"Emotional Fascism,"), and
finally emerge here, on the
other side, making what
critics have described as
Costello's most acessible, and
yet most detacthed LP.
Like most of Costello's
work, it is a dodge. One
sometimes gets the feeling
that, despite the
desperateness with which the
man supposedly
craves
stardom, he really detests it
all and wishes he could go
home.
"5IVE Gears in Reverse"
follows the second cut, and
again, it doesn't let the
listener get away. The cut,
like most of the rest of the LP,
doesn't grab one by the shirt
collar like Springsteen's last
album did, it just kind of
sneaks up on you and punches
you in the gut.
Rather than going on in
further descriptions of all the
cuts on this LP, let it be said
mat there is a grand total of
one bad song here. That is
"Opportunity," the second
song on the labels side one. R
is simply too light and airy,
and just doesn't go anywhere.
"Get Happy" is about obsession. Costello seems obsessed with a woman or
women, and will apparently
go to any length to get her into
his clutches. This is Love with
a capital L, as they said in
Rolling Stone, and it has no
connection with the political
rage of "Armed Forces."
BUT then again, it is entirely connected to that LP by
the tie that in this case binds,
the Attractions. They are one
of the best bands in the world,
and they are again proving it.
This is not the pure adrenaline
rush of "This Years Model,"
but it is something just as
good.
Perhaps the strangest thing
going on here is that for the
first time, what Costello is
singing is not as important as
how he is singing it. And for
this outing the man's voice is
in fine form, perhaps the
strongest it has ever been. He
exercises
an
incredilbe
control over his vocal chords,
something many die hard fans
didn't think he was capable of.
R is very hard to pick out
me best cuts on this LP,
perhaps because lidting 19 out
of 20 songs is a little
ridiculous. Suffice it to say
that one critic stated that
there are more potential hit
singles here than there were
on "Saturday Night Fever."
Thus far, 1980 has been a
very interesting year for the
music industry. Chuck Berry
pronounced the death of disco
at Studio 54, the Clash have a
hit album, New Wave music is
rising to new nights of
respectability, and most of the
old New Yo*k Dolls have
recorded solo LPs.
jowetver,

that the audio industry has
some things in store for us,
that, barring depression or
other national disaster, will
bring us to the point where one

dustry lies in people like Elvis
Costello, who can innovate
within the framework of rock
and roll, and create new and
different musical forms.

The Attractions are breaking
new ground in music each day

won't be reading mere record
reviews, but rather videoaudio reviews.
The future of the industry
lies in technology like the
laser audio systems, the video
cassette and disc, and stereo
television.
The future of the entertainment end of the in-

People said that the Attractions were foolish to base
their sound around Steve
Naive's keyboards, but they
have proved their detractors
wrong.
They and others have
created a new rock and roll.
Now it's time for all of us to
sit back and enjoy.

Chuck Berry: meeting the master
By BRYAN POWELL
Every one of us has some
individual that we would very
much like to meet. Be it a
musician, TV or film star,
political leader, or some other
public figure, there is for each
of us some person that stands
out as the one we would most
wish to meet.
Very few of us, however, are
fortunate enough to ever get
such a chance. But on Sunday,
April 20, I got my chance. I
met the legendary Chuck
Berry.
The place where this would
happen was Busch Gardens, a
rather unlikely location for
Berry to be performing.
Nonetheless, myself and a
party of others made the long
drive down. While everyone
was looking forward to seeing
Busch Gardens, the highlight
of my day was surely to be
meeting this world famous
musician.
OBVIOUSLY, from the size
and enthusiasm of the crowds
which attended Berry's two
shows that Sunday, I am not
alone in my support of this
monumental rock and roller.
Young and old, the fans
jammed themselves into the
tiny
Three
Musketeers
Theatre for two short performances.
Despite
the
inadequate pickup band which
supported Berry, the atmosphere of the show was
warm and intimate, as Chuck
entertained with his classic
"oldies but goodies," laidback blues, end witty ad libs.
Included in the show were
Berry's greatest hits, such
as"Mayt*llene," "John..? B.
Goode," "Nadine" and others,
and humorous songs, like
Chuck's delightful version of
"South of The Border."
Berry clearly showed why
he has remained a successful
concert performer despite his
years. His stage presence and
charisma are immense. The
audience couldn't possibly
have been dissappointed with
any aspect of the performance—except its brevity.
GETTING to meet the man,
however, was more of a task
than simply seeing him in
concert. It's not easy to meet a

m

backstage.'He ref

an area manager who
referred me to a backstage
door. There, finally, after
hassling with those security
guards countless times, Chuck
appeared at the door.
A tall, lean man, his
mustache neatly trimmed,
strands of gray encroaching
on his long, black sideburns,
the man many consider the
most influential performer in
the history of rock and roll
Was suddenly at less than an
arm's length. His manner was
incredibly casual—shaking
hands with his fans, signing
autographs, posing for too
many pictures, and talking
freely with everyone who had
something to say.
Young children and
grandparents alike were
drawn by the magnetic power
• of this man. For me, the most
gratifying part of the encounter was being able to give

Chuck a copy of my review of
his "Rockit" LP, which appeared in The Breeze this
January. Shaking hands and
posing for photographs with
Chuck was also a tremendous
trill.
FOR
everyone
there,
Berry's presence created a
special moment—a feeling of
having done something we
thought to be impossible.
Seldom in this day and age
does the average person get
the opportunity to meet a
celebrity of such magnitude.
Suddenly, for a short moment,
I was in the presence of a.
legend—a phenomenon
(probably for the only time in
my life). All too soon, unfortunately, the moment was
gone.
Chuck Berry will keep
rockin*—he told me he plans
to do another album, possibly
with Columbia Records, in the

near future. He also has a
book due to be released
(hopefully) by September.
For such an accomplished
performer to keep improving
and growing is amazing; he
deserves more credit than he
receives. While his contemporaries—Elvis Presley,
Little Richard, Jerry Lee
Lewis, Fats Domino and
others— have faded into
memory, Chuck Berry actively continues to make his
presence known.
My personal interest in the
music of Chuck Berry has
grown dramatically in the last
two years to the point where I
have a copy of every version
of every song he has ever
released. I certainly will
never forget meeting this
man, whom I greatly admire.
If you are ever presented with
a similar chance, by all means
take it. You'll be glad you did.

*+U.
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Spring Fever said 'positive event
By VANCE RICHARDSON
Noone was arrested for
drinking in public at last
Saturdays's Spring Fever
festivities held on the playing

Rent your own
storage space!
All sizes
available

field next to Godwin, though
certainly many students were
drinking during the event.
Director of Security Alan
MacNutt called Spring Fever

Police log

U-stor-it.
U-lock-it.
U-keep key!

The knowing incidents
were reported by James
Madison University police for
the week of April 16-23:

summer rates!
Loft storage!
Insurance
available!
Store all your
things for the
summer!
Look for sign at S. Main St. &
E.MosbyRd.- 433jau
Just across fron Nichol's.
190 E. Mosby Rd.

its paint was scrat
sometime between April 1
A tree was uprooted
damage estimated at $45

Vandalism. A glass entranceway door to Huffman
Hall was accidentally broken
on April 20. Restitution has
been offered by the girl who
claimed responsibility.
An auto belonging to a
university employee was
reported damaged by frisbees
while parked in W-lot.
Damage consisted of scratched paint.
A laundry room water hose
was cut in Weaver Hall the
night of April 18.
A student's auto received an
estimated $75 in damage when

Hit and run. An unattended
1974 Pontiac parked behind
Dingledine
suffered
$75
damaged in a hit-and-run
incident between April 17-18.

■
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Broadcast society honors
advisor at convention

Alpha Epsilon Rho, the
national honorary Broadcasting society,
honored
James B. Miskimen with its
Advisor of the Year Award at
its convention which was held
recently in Las Vegas.
Miskimen, who is the
faculty adviser of the JMU
chapter of Alpha Epsilon Rho,
was honored for his outstanding service to the
chapter. Miskimen is an instructor of communication
arts at JMU and assistant
manager for programming at
national txibfic radio station
WMRA- Since being appointed faculty advisor a year
ago, he supervised a major
reorganization of the chapter.
He arranged for eight guest
speakers from the broadcasting media to appear at
different meetings of the
society
and
with
the
assistance of Dr. Rex Fuller,
head of the JMU Communication Arts Department,
set up a cooperative project
with the R. R. Donnelly
Publishing Company.
Since
being
appointed
faculty adviser one year ago
membership has increased
from seven to 52 members
"The students in the
honorary are the ones that did
it They made it possible for
me to be honored. I only tried
to
coordinate
things,"
Miskimen said.
Members of AERho are in the
process of recording 100
training tapes for Donnelly
and will receive $1000 for the
chapter in return. Miskimen
also arranged for Frank
Mankiewicz, president of

National Public Radio, to be
guest speaker of the banquet
Saturday night. Since being
appointed faculty advisor, he
has made AERho the most
active honorary society on
campus.
Susan Whitehurst, a junior
Communication Arts student
at JMU, was awarded one of
six
five-hundred
dollar
scholarships
from
the
National Convention at the
banquet. Of all candidates,
Susan was considered the
most qualified with a grade
point average of 3.7 overall
and 4.0 in communications.
She served as secretary of
AERho this past year.
Mark Goff was presented
with the local AERho Radio
Broadcaster of the Year.
Mark will graduate from JMU
in May with a Bachelor of
Sciences Degree in Communication Arts. He served as
president of AERho this past
year, and was also Sports
Director At WMRA in charge
of four student assistants. He
helped get WMRA exclusive
rights to both the KnicksBullets game and the Ralph
Sampson decision.
Nancy
Manners
was
awarded to local AERho and
her accomplishments in
scholastics. She has been
instrumental in the progress
of the Donnelly project for
AERho. She will graduate in
May with a degree in Communication Arts.
JMU was the only school to
receive more than one award
at the National Convention in
Las Vegas this past weekend.
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Eden's new Professional Catering Staff is ready! CHEF
WALLY (previously from Spanky's) will do you up righLFROM
BEER BASHES TO FORMAL PARTIES-HE CAN DO IT ALL!
Your place or ours.
MEAT TRAYS , PIC-NICS, FRATERNITY PARTIES, ETC..AT PRICES THAT JUST CAN NOT BE BEAT! Call NOW 4342909 or 438—2895.
All unescorted ladies, 21 yrs. old come see Gen'l Manager Fred
Hau at Eden Lounge & let him show you HOW to have a good time
at Eden Lounge (from 12.00 to 2:00 am)

Taste tfu Msment
Dod Distributing, Verona, Va.
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ChrisKouba—Editorial
Editor; David Teel and Rich
Amacher—Sports
Editors;
MarkSutton—Features
Editor; Martha StevensProduction Manager; and Pat
Cooke—Graphics Editor.

51 Court Square 434-2809
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Nil students were selected
Nine
last week as editorial staff
members of The 1980-81
Breeze. They include the
following: Donna Sizemore—
News Editor, Louis Eacho—
Assistant News Editor; Chuck
Fazio—Photography Editor;

Graduation
Party
Time!
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are enjoying themselves.
MacNutt said. No one's
behavior was offensive te
others, he added.
Though three officers and a
couple of cadets were
assigned specifically to Sprint
Fever
activities,
their
presense remained "low
key," he said.

reeze staff chosen

/
/
Driving under the influence.
A non-student was charged at
8:55 on April 16.
A non-student was arrested
for driving under the influence
of alcohol and his brother
charged with being drunk in
public after police observed
their auto run a stop sign,
barely missing a motorcyclist
and bicyclist.

ERLANGER

. t i * «• *.« i.. ♦ * * -i,

an "extremely positive event
Everyone had a good time,"
he said, "yet conducted
themselves very well.
"No one came to our attention as exhibiting aberrant
behavior," he said.
"It says a lot for JMU when
its very apparent that college
kids are having a lot of fun,
yet adults and children also
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IBlondino
p°and Cempre pace
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Dukes rout of Richmond
JMU batted around in the
eigth to take command by an
8-3 count. After Lorenzo
Bundy drew a walk, Phil Titus
singled to center and both
runners advanced on a
throwing error by Spider
receiver Tim Bishop. Russ
Dickerson cracked a sacrifice
to left for one run and
ojcicki's single scored Titus.
A walk to Jeff Kidd with bases
full accounted for the other
run.
The scoring barrage continued for the Dukes in the
ninth with three more runs,
two on Wojcicki's basehit. ,
The win was particularly
satisfying for Cempre, who
drove in JMU's initial tally in
the first. "We played them
even at our place but we
wanted to win big down here,"
he stated.
"I've been in a slump lately
and (Coach told me I was
bailing out," Cempre said. "I
knew I had to improve to get
drafted."
In total, the Dukes banged
out 16 hits with Wojcicki going
three for five with four rbi's.
Kidd added two basehits to
extend his hitting streak to 18
games.
Blondino's victory upped his
record to 7-1 and showed that
he is becoming the ace of the
JMU staff. These sentiments

By RICH AMACHER and
DAVID TEEL
Senior Jeff Cempre went
four for five and drove in two
runs while Dave Blondino
pitched the distance as James
Madison University routed the
University of Richmond, 11-3
Wednesday, to avenge an
early season loss.
For six
innings the
sophomore
righthander
battled the Spiders' Paul
Berns torf while protecting a 31 lead. In the final three
frames the Dukes broke it
open by battering five Richmond hurlers for eight runs.
JMU coach Brad Babcock
said, "We spent the first half
of the game dodging bullets
but in the second naif we
caught up with their pitching."

SK

The Dukes drive began in
the seventh inning with two
runs. Converted pitcher and
now leftfielder Pete Wojcicki
doubled home Cempre after
Cempre's leadoff single. Tom
Bocock advanced Wojcicki to
third with a basehit and
Dennis Knight drove in
Wojcicki with a single to left.
Richmond retaliated with
two tallies of their own in the
bottom of the frame. Ken
Harvey drove in one run and
Blondino balked in the other.

were echoed by Babcock,
,. "Dave,did a super job, and
I right now he is our top pitcher."
The Spiders were forced to
go the final three innings
without their Coach Tommy
Gilman who was ejected from
the contest in the sixth
JMU now has a record of 27*9,15-2 in the ECAC. According
to Babcock, this should assure
the Dukes the top seed in the
ECAC Southern Division
playoffs. "We've only lost to
Richmond and Rider in the
ECAC and no one has come
close to that," he stated.
The SpideryMepped to 22-11
with the loSjy
JMU hosts the ECAC
double-elimination Southern
Division Playoffs May 16-18.
Last Monday the Dukes
suffered a 13-5 loss at the
hands of Liberty Baptist. The
Flames scored three runs in
the first and four in the second
to knock out JMU starter
Mark Dacko.
Sid Bream highlighted the
game for LB, rapping out five
nits including a second-inning
grand slam.
.Lee Gueterman won his
eigth straight against no
losses while Dacko's record
fell to 4-2.
JMU travels to VMI Friday
for a 3 p.m. game.

■>

JMU'S DAVE BLONDINO limited Richmond to six hits, while
hurling the Dukes to a 11-3 win over Richmond Wedensday. The
win avenaged an earlier 3-2 lots to the Spiders.

UVa.must batt e Hopkins for championship
By BRIAN DALEY
Lacrosse is a game which
famous sportsman Grantland
Rice once said requires more
skills than any other he knew.
The game is "like" many
other sports, but not "just
like" any of them.

scheduled matches with Indians again.
Luckily, the days when
lacrosse matches turned into
bloodba ths are over, although,
this year at least, the Wahoos
are still on top.
With their 13-8 victory over
number three-ranked
Washington
and
Lee
University, the University of
Virginia Cavaliers (ask any
Virginia student andx he'll tell
you they're the 'Hobs) stand
atop the nation in college
lacrosse.
In this game, the W & L
Generals were just overmatched. Virginia's larger
players literally pushed the
Generals all over the field.
Using
nicks
likme
in
basketball, screens like in
hockey,
and
weaving
movement like in soccer,
Virginia constantly provided
itself with easy shots from in
on goal.
inis was a display of good
basic lacrosse, according to
Matt Rainis, a sophomore
attackman for the Cavaliers.
"W & L was really high before
the game, getting a shot at
number one and all," Rainis
said. "When they scored two
goals early, we just had to do
things to settle ourselves
down, like going out and
hitting someone, or making
crisp passes, and moving well
without the ball."
Rainis'
teamate,
John
DriscoU, who is the captain of

One of few existing games
native to North America,
lacrosse was originally played
by the Indians in an area
around upper New York and
southern Canada. In its
crudest form, the game was
called baggataway, and rules
were almost non-existant.
There was no limit to the
number of players a team
could field, but seldom was
there less than 100 braves on
each side. Goals were
traditionally 500 yards to a
half mile apart, and no back
or side boundries existed.
The
earliest
recorded
lacrosse match took place
June 4,1763. The Sac and the
Ojibway Indian tribes had
gathered outside a British
garrison
in
Macinaw,
Michigan, to celebrate the
birthday of King George HI.
When the ball inadvertantly
sailed over the g rrison walls,
the gates were opened to allow
continuation of play. The
Indians all rushed inside,
picked up weapons, and attacked the white settlers.
Twenty-sue people were killed,
and the rest of the gaarrison
takenprisoners. Itwasawhuy
before the white .men

>

(Continued on Page 19)

Pnoto by J«ff Spauiding

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY will not
qualify for the National Lacrosse Tournament

in the near future but the Dukes are anxious to
establish themselves as legitimate com-
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Hulbert and Wall in earn state track honors
By DAVID TEEL
Track and field is not
usually considered a team
sport, but don't tell that to
Virginia Tech Coach Russ
Whitenack after his Gobblers
nipped Virginia Military
Institute for the overall title at
the Division I Virginia Outdoor Championshps Tuesday.
The Hokies outscored the
Keydets, 135V4-134 and the
meet turned on the performance of a Tech harrier

One JMU runner who had
title hopes was forced out of
the competition the day of the
meet. Mike Benshoff, who has
qualified for the NCAA
Championships in the 1500meter race was sidelined with
a severe throat infection .
Benshoff s absence
eliminated
the
expected
showdown between him and
Sosthenes Bitok of the
University of Richmond.
Benshoff had previously

sport. We were emotionally
ready for the Metro Meet and
ran great; today was similar.
We were prepared as a team,'
Whitenack said.
'We're
dated,'
stated
Whitenack,'Anytime you beat
VMI you've accomplished
something.'

Tech had to finish third or
better to emerge victorious
but hitting the final turn of the
last leg, Northstein trailed the
field. He overtook a William &
Mary representative in the
stretch for the third spot.

beaten Bitok indoors.
As a result Bitok ran away
with the 1500-meters with a
time of 3:42.4, a new state
meet record. 'I was definitely
looking forward to the race,'
Benshoff said, 'Now I'll just
have to concentrate on
nationals.'
Benshoff is expected back in
training in a few days, according to Witt.
'Sure this can be a team

to detail the injuries and
illnesses we've had. We're
just a skeleton of the team
that ran against VMI earlier
this season.'
Winners for the Dukes came
in two field events.
(Continued on Page 20)

Golf
Woody fires Dukes' lowest round

Benshoff forced out with throat infection
who runs far from the
spotlight. Doug Northstein
was the anchor of VPI's mile
relay squad that lined for the
final event.

Host
James
Madison
University finished third with
99 points, its beat finish ever in
the state meet 'We know we
could have done better, but
with our injuries there was
nothing we could do,' stated
Coach Ed Witt.
Witt said, 'I couldn't begin

Freshman Gordon Woody
fired a three-under par 67 last
Saturday (April 19) and
finished in a five-way tie for
second place in the individual
competition as he led the
James Madison University
golf team to a seventh place
finish at the 36-hole Virginia
Tech
Invitational
Golf
Tournament.
Virginia Tech's Maroon
team won the 14-team tournament by one stroke over

Northern Kentucky. Tech had
a 726 total and JMU was
seventh at 768.
Stan Bickel of Northern
Kentucky won the individual
competition with rounds of 6872 for an even par total of 140.
Woody, who had a 75 in the
opening round of competition
on Friday (April 18) tied with
four other golfers for second
place in the individual competition with a 142 total.
Woody's 67 was the lowest

competitive round shot by a
JMU golfer this season.
Other scores for the Dukes
were freshman Jim King 78-74
152; freshman Jeff Prieskorn
76-78 154; freshman Chris
Owens 78-83 161; freshman
Ken Windjack 78-83 161; and
freshman Rick Newell 82-83
165.
JMU will compete in a trimatch on Tuesday (April 22)
in Lexington with VMI and
Washington k Lee.

*Lacrosse
(Continued from Page 18)
the UVa squad , believes the
Wahoos wil win the national
championship. "We've
already beaten John Hopkins
and Maryland, and now
Washington and Lee today,"
he crowed after the victory,
"someone will have to beat us
to prove me wrong."
Two
time
defending
national champion Hopkins is
one team to prove Driscoll
wrong. The Blue Jays certainly have the personel to
again defend then' title. In
Brenden Schneck Hopkins has
one of the game's most versatile offensive performers.
On defense (also a Virginia
specialty) the Blue Jays boast
1979's Player of the Year
Mark Greenberg and goalie
Mike Federico who many
believe is without peer at his
position.
One advantage Hopkins
might carry into a rematch

with Virginia is a revenge
factor. The current class of
Blue Jays is certainly not used
to tasting defeat, the loss to
Virginia was the first Hopkins
had suffered in 25 games (a
time of more than two years).
Hopkins
coach
Henry
Ciccarone
says
overconfidence has been a
problem with the squad, "You
keep telling the kids not to
read the press clippings, but
we've been ranking so nigh in
the past that it becomes difficult."
Two other Maryland teams
can not be discounted from the
title hunt The University of
Maryland and Navy are
teams that have been inconsistent this season but pose
the talent to play with anyone.
The match-up between
Hopkins and Maryland this
weekend should be an interesting indicator of things
that might occur in the
national tournament.

Equitation team qualifies
for National Show again

Photo by Charm A. Foito

THE DUKES' JAMES NAPPER leads a
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The
James
Madison
University equitation team
will be represented at the
Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association National Show for
the fifth straight ye^r. ,
JMU junior Kim Holt placed
first in two divisions at
Thursday's (April 17) IHSA
Region IV Championships to
earn the right to compete at
the IHSA National Show to be
held May 4 in Stony Brook,
N.Y.
\
Holt won the open horsemanship on the flat and
open horsemanship over
fences divisions for the second
consecutive year. In 1979 she
finished second in open horsemanship over fences and
fifth in open horsemanship on
the flat at the national snow
where JMU placed fourth in
the team competition.
Sue other, -,JMU , riders
participated in 'Thursdays

IHSA Region IV Show.
Sophomore Lynda Zengerl
finished third in walk-trotcanter while juniors Mary
Jones, Maria Grabowsky and
Susan Coleman placed fourth,
ruth "and sixth, respectively,
in walk-trot-canter.
Sophomore Karen Cinsavich finished fourth in
novice horsemanship over
fences. Freshman Fran Aiken
competed in walk-trot-canter
in the regional show but did
not place.
More than 60 riders participated in the regional show,
held at Southern Seminary
Junior College in Buena Vista.
As a team JMU finished
third among the 16 teams in
Region IV this season.
Southern Sem was the
region's top-ranked team with
219 points, followed by Sweet
Briar- College wuh 165' and
jMU'with i»1«nts
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Virginia captures title

Duchesses place second at VAIAW meet
The
James
Madison
University women's track and
field team finished second
Friday (April 18) at the
Virginia Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women. Virginia won the
meet with 253 points followed
by JMU with 107 points and
George Mason University
with 81 points. The Duchesses,

who compete in Division II of
the VAIAW in track, finished
first among the Division II
teams in the meet.
A total of nine Virginia
teams participated in the
VAIAW meet
Two JMU athletes won
events with freshman Suzi
Shreckhise taking first in the
400-meter dash in a school-

record 57.1 seconds and freshman Katrina Fells winning
the javelin throw with a school
record-breaking throw of 122'.
Six other JMU records were
established in the meet. The
JMU mile relay team of freshman Noel Deskins, sophomore
Karen Baltimore, senior Kim
Bosse and Shreckhise placed
second in a school-record

4:00.9.
JMU's
800-meter
medley relay team of
Baltimore, sophomore
Teressa Hylton, junior Marie
Grosz and senior Vickie
Collins finished third in a
JMU-record 1:56.5.
Freshman Beth Lippard
threw the discus a school
record 120'4" to finish fourth
and
sophomore
LeAnn

fourth in the 800-meter run in
a school-record 2:18.0 and
sophomore Ellie Teed placed
fourth in the 100-meter hurdles in 15.9 seconds, also a
JMU record.

nipped at the tape by VPI's
Kenny Lewis in the 110-meter
high hurdles. Also, Duke Jeryl
Turner finished a strong third
in
the
3,000-meter
steeplechase.
The steeplechase was a
showcase for one of three
world-class
athletes
the
University of Richmond
brought to Harrisonburg.
Hillary Teuwi destroyed the
field by more than 200 yards
with a clocking of 8:47.2 as he
defended his title of a year
ago.

Julian Spooner was the top
runner for the fifth place
Spiders, as be too successfully
defended his state title, this in
the 800-meter run.
Scoring events for runnerup VMI included the 400-meter
dash where Ben Judge and
William Strickland swept the
top two positions, and the 400meter intermediate hurdles
where Dennis Watts emerged
champion with a time of 52.8
seconds.

three places in the 500-meters
and having Matt Wilson
capture the 10,000-meter race
fa the meet record time of
30:07.6.
Other meet records were set
by Paul Sulik of VPI in the
hammer throw and Virginia's
Phil Vincenzes fa the discus.
Polevaulter Bob Phillips of
Virginia Tech also set a new
standard by clearing 16'9".
Despite the six marks that
fell fa the meet, most of the
coaches felt the field was
relatively weak. Virginia did

not send their top 10 athletes
fa order to rest them fa between the Atlantic Coast
Conference Championships
and the upcoming Penn
Relays.
Also for the first time the
meet was limited to Division I
schools. Witt said, "The
Division II and in schools
definitely make the meet
more competitive, but it's not
up to us to decide."
The athletic directors involved were responsible for
the decision.

Buntrock placed third in the
1500-meter run in a JMUrecord 4:38.1. Sophomore
Susan Broaddus finished

* Track
(Continued from Page 19)
Clay Hulbert captured the
javelin championship with a
throw of 63.84 meters and Jeff
Wallin put the shot 15.28
meters.

-»,■

Another
strong
performance for JMU was in the
jumping events where David
Glover placed in all three
events. He was fifth in the 1
second in the
and third in the
too, was hurting
from a foot injury sustained at
the Dogwood Invitational,
which
makes
his
ac
compushment
more
impressive.
Jeff Artis of JMU was

Together Teuwi and Bitok
form the Spiders' Kenyan
Connection. The two went to
Richmond after another
countryman who had attended
UR recruited them.

George Mason University
grabbed fourth position in the
team race on the strength of a
double victory by Mike
Scudieri in the long Jump and
triple jump. The Patriots also
dominated
the
distance
events, sweeping the first

SCUBA DIVING!
BIAAINI DIVE TRIP: $398

Men's tennis runs streak to six;
Witt, Crocker lead JMU sweep
t

vr
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The
James
Madison
University men's tennis team
ran its winning streak to six
matches in a row last week as
the Dukes defeated Mount St.
Mary's (5-4), Towson State (54) and Georw Mason
University (8-1). JMU now
has an overall record of 16-7.
Junior John Witt won all
three of his number 5 singles

Pistol team
second at
state meet
The pistol team of the
James Madison University
police department finished a
close second in a statewide
meet April 18 and a JMU
Sliceman took first place in
• individual competition.
The JMU team scored 96
Sints out of a possible 100 to
le second in the meet in
Charlottesville sponsored by
the Virginia Campus Police
Association
and
the
University of Virginia.
Officer Gary Caff man of the
JMU force took first place in
the individual competition,
while Ronald Dove of the JMU
department finished third.
The JMU team was composed of Coffman, Mike
McMahan and Gary Harvey.
Dove competed only in the
individual competition.
The meet was won by a UVA
team which scored a 99,
beating the JMU team by one
point.
Third place went to a team
from Virginia Commonwealth
University. Other teams
competing were from William
and Mary and the University
of Richmond.
Longwood
College also competed fa the
individual
events.

matches last week and has
now won nine singles matches
in a row. Witt has a record of
15-6 in number 5 singles
competition and has an
overall singles record of 16-7.
Freshman Rob Crocker was
2-0 in number 6 singles
competition last week including a crucial three-set
victory in JMU's win over
Towson State. He has won his
last four number 6 matches.
JMU's number 1 doubles
team of sophomore Mark
Snead and freshmen Billy
DashieU was 2-0 fa competition last week. Snead and
Daahiell have won their last 10
doubles matches with their
last six fa number l doubles
competition.
the JMU doubles team of

senior Dave Rigotti and freshman Gary McManis was 3-0
last week. Rigotti and McManis won 3-0 last week.
Rigotti and McManis won two
number 3 matches and one
match as the number 2
doubles team. They have won
their last five matches.
The Dukes will dose out
then* season with four matches away from home this
week. JMU played at VMI on
Monday and then will play two
matches at Franklin k
Marshall on Friday. The
Dukes will play Franklin &
Marshall and will also make
3) a match with Scranton
niversity that was postponed
earlier fa the season. JMU will
close its 1980 season with a
match at Gettysburg College
on Saturday (April 26).

Imported Car & Truck Parts

Includes 17 tropical dives on
reefs, wrecks, dropoffs. Also
includes food, room, airfare,
gratuities.
EXPERIENCE
SOMETHING NEW

EXPERIENCE SOMETHING NEW
Course leading to YMCA
and
PADI
certifications
beginning MAY 17 and JMU.
Enrollment limited - Register
now. Air and gear rental
available.
. .^.n

14 E. Water St.
433-2177

(V

b

Large——Medium

Headquarters in
The Valley

Small

Cheese

-4.00

3.50

2.75

1 Topping

~*-75

4-25

3.25

2 Toppings

—5.50

5.00—
-5.50-

3.75

3 Toppfags(or more)-

SPRING IS HERE I

-6.25-

4.25

50* Off Any Pizza
with coupon

Time To Get Year Sports or Imported Car In Shape
For The Fan Months Ahead. We Have Owner's
Manuals For Over lit Makes - $8.95. We Have A
Large Number Of Hard-Te-Get Parts In Stock For
VW. Flat, Datiun, Brit. Leyland. Toyota, Saab,
Volvo, Honda, and Others....

f offer expires My 2 "\
$.60cents a slice

Call * See If We Have What Yon Need!!!
always a discount to students
jyatennan fc Chicaga^.433-2534 ;

EA
PASSAGES

New York Style Pizza
* *Best Prices in Town* *

Your Import Parts .

..

LAWU

.

STEAK SUBS $1.70 plus extra for topping
CIRO'S EASY CARRY OUT
778 E. Market
Tuesday-Thurs. H:00-i2:00
Friday, Saturday & Monday 11:00-i :00am
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* Tenure
(Continued from page I)
exactly what was
discussed by the PAC 18
months ago, but all denied
Council's allegation that the
"consistently tow" student
evaluations from 23 of her
courses were the sole
determinant
of
their
unanimous decision to deny
tenure.
THE WITNESSES also
testified, however, that no
written record of their
proceedings was kept—a
violation of proper procedure
as outlined in the faculty
handbook.
Ritchie had limited success
verifying which documents
were considered by the PAC
and what weight they were
given. "We're trying to explore this situation under very

diiticult circumstances where
there is no written record,"
Ritchie said.
The only account of the PAC
decision is in the form of a
memo from the committee to
the then-acting head of the
sociology, anthropology and
social work department, Dr.
William Nelson. The memo
cited Council's "consistently
low evaluations by students'
as reason for ner tenure
denial.
Ritchie said the memo fails
to show Council received
"adequate consideration" by
the PAC. He noted it was not
the defense's fault mat there
is no written record to
examine.
COUNCIL CLAIMED she
took student evaluations on

Ritchie also alleged that
her own free will, and it was
unfair of the PAC to Judge her neither Nelson, nor then-dean
23 course evaluations against of the College of Utters and
other faculty; some of whom Sciences John Sweigart
had given as few as two conducted an "exhaustive
evaluation" of Council's
student evaluations.
standards
as
Another of Ritchie's points teaching
of contention was that Council required by the faculty
was not informed by her handbook. Both Nelson and
department bead at any Sweigart testified they conan
independent
problems with her teaching ducted
evaluation
of
Council's
competency.
According to the PAC memo teaching competency based
sent to Nelson, Council had on information she supplied
been informed by two the PAC, student evaluations
previous department heads of and the PAC report.
a problem with her teaching.
MUCH OF THE hearing
However, Council testified she
"never had any department was spent determining what
head indicate (her) teaching testimony the committee
allow.
Hearing
was unsatisfactory. I never would
Dr.
James
had a department head make Chairman
gestions in any way," she Mullenex attempted to keen

NOW
THREE
REASONS
TO BUY

I

FREE RING

Trade in your man's gold
H.S. ring for a SIIADIUM*
College ring free.
ARTCARVED AISO ALLOWS
BEST TRADE-IN VALUES
TOWARDS GOLD RING
PURCHASES.

2.
CHOOSE

A selection of 17 innovative
and contemporary styles on
display this week only.
ARTCARVED FEATURES MORE
DESIGN VARIETY THAN ANY
OTHE* COLLEGE RING COMPANY.

alby, SILADIUM® College rings
are available at special sale prices.
ARTCARVED PROVIDES AN
ALTERNATIVE TO THE HIGH PRICE OF GOLD

* BONUS: ArtCarved's College ring specialist is on "campus today
to assist with this important and meaningful purchase.

.COLLEGE RINGS

... symbolizing your ability to achieve.

10AAA-4PM

Bookstore Lobby
*0

Deposit required. Master Charge or Visa accepted.
,-...u,
'•
!
1U— ■iiiitfumamaomtMiiamr—BMM m

' ' "i V
■

.\
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Staff
reporter
Bobby
Girardi also contributed to
this article.

Laumand
places 4th
nationally
By KEVIN MILLER
Debbie Laumand, a James
Madison
University
sophomore, was ranked fourth
nationally in After Dinner
Speaking at the Third Annual
American Forensics
Association National Finals
held in Colorado Springs,
Colo., April 11-13
Her speech was a humorous
commentary on the sad state
of children's toys today. She
spoke with disgust about
'Sucker
Men/'
sadomasochistic dolls and other
toys that are inappropriate for

SAVE
Produced from a strong jeweler's

Apr/7 28 & 29

•U
discussion
"dealing
specifically with the topJcc*
adequate
consideration."
Often this meant stopping a
witness from responding to a
question while the committee
decided whether it was appropriate.
i?" 0pP0Bin« attorneys
objectedJ to the proceedings
several times, even denying
the relevancy and validity of
certain witnesses' testimony
The Hearing Committee
returned its decision Wednesday in the form of a memo
to University
President
Ronald Carrier, the speaker of
the faculty senate, the
chairman of the Senate
Committee on Reconciliation,
and Council.
Upon reading the memo,
Council said the committee's
decision "puts the record
straight. I feel my reputation
was damaged before and mis
'more or less restores it
She called the original PAC
report an "unjust decision"
and noted she had "no other
expectations" man that
Hearing Committee would
rule in her favor.
"This represents a very big
job done on the part of the
committee on the behalf of a
collegue, and I am very appreciative of their time and
consideration," she concluded

nf; ■

• I9»0 ArtCarved (JMf Ungi

' ' ••TTI.Iil'
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Laumand. in her first year
of competition on the JMU
Forensics Team, competed
against 46 other students in
the event from schools across'
the country. In order to
qualify for nationals a com-.
petitor must place in the top
three at their district's finals.
Laumand was first for her
district
It was an honor and a
challenge for her to compete
at nationals, Laumand said,
"and of course I'm ecstatic
about doing so well."
Senior Kevin Miller placed
13th out of 70 people in Informative Speaking. His
speech was about Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome, a major
birth defect caused by
drinking during pregnancy.
Miller, who has competed
for three years, also took first
place in his district in that,
event.
"There's no doubt that this
was a very sucessful year,"
said the team's coach Kevin
Sauter Sauter, a Communication Arts faculty
member,. believes next year
should even'l»e ^better, , ,.
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Classifieds
For Sale

A&>P
Pepsi Cola 8pk. 16 oz.

1.09
plus deposit

Ann Page Gelaten 6 oz.

3 for 1.00

: '

.88

Seneca Apple Juice 48 oz.

1.39

Schmidt's 6pk . 12 oz.

AnnPage Peanut Butter 28 oz. 1.50
Ahoy dishwashing liguid 32 oz.
2 for 1.00
r
A&P grape jelly or jam
Lay's Potato Chips
Jiffy Broiling Bags 5oz.

31b. 1.59
7.5 oz. .69
3 for 1.00

A&P frozen Orange Juice 12 oz. .89
A&P assorted vitamins

2 for One

Strawberries

1.08 quart

Family pack Tomatoes 26 oz.

1.38

Califlower

.78

Idaho Potatoes 5 lb. bag

.99

A&P franks 1 lb

.99

FOR SALE: IBM typewriter,
elite 13 inch can-age Serviced
and ready to go. $350 or make
a reasonable offer. 885-7044.
FOR SALE: room-size fan,
$15; dresser $15; matching
headboard, $15; black recliner
chair, $15; barrel, $10; dining
room set $30. Call Cay 4331166.
FOR SALE: 5.5 Cubic Foot
Summit Refrigerator. $60Price Negotiable. Excellent
for suite or room. Call Ann at
4412 or Chris at 4415.
TYPING: 80 cents per page.
Experience in term papers
and master thesis. Carbon
ribbon for clean copy. Phone:
4J&7127.
TYPING SERVICE: Over
10
years
experience;
dissertations, theses, etc. $ .80
per page, you furnish paper.
Call Mrs. Price. 879-0935.
REFRIGERATORS
FOR
SALE: 2.2 cuit. Sanyo. Great
condition. Only $50. Contact
Theresa at 4564 or 6542.
FOR SALE: 5.5 cubic foot
Summit Refrigerator. $60
Price negotiable excellent for
suite or room. Call Ann at 4412
or Chris at 4415.
FOR SALE: Yamaha G—
230 Classical Guitar and soft
shell case. Excellent condition. $110.00, call Deb 434—
2289 or write P.O. 3381.

For Rent
FOR RENT: Room in house,
fully
furnished.
Located
directly across street from
campus. Rent and utilities
very low. Check it out! Call
Dean 433-8117.

Dixie Dregs
"Dregs of the Earth"
Eric Clapton "Just One Night"
"Look Hear"

.99

Del Monte Canned Vegtables
i

peas & green beans
Back-bag bacon
Whole Fryers
Top Round Steak

■-■■--■

-

-"^S^^C^Tr"

3 for 1.00
5 for 2.00
.69 ib

APARTMENT: for summer
sublet, May-July. 2 bedrooms
Vt block from campus. Rent
negotiable. All utilities included.
Call
433-8468.

APARTMENT FOR RENT:
In oldTKE house across from
Sears utilities included minus
electricity $275 negotiable for
MEN! WOMEN!: Jobs on
summer and or next year.
ships! American. Foreign. No
Call Bob 434—4741.
experience required. ExSUBLEASE: l or 2 roomcellent pay. Worldwide travel.
mates wanted May Aug at
Summer job or career. Send
Squire Hill. Option to takeover
$3.00
for
information.
lease.
Washer,
dryer,
SEAFAX, Dept K-2, Box 2049,
swimming pool. 433-1271 after
Port Angeles, Washington
4
pm.
98362.
NEEDED: 1-4 girls to sublet 3 PAYING IMMEDIATE CASH
bedroom
apartment
for
for gold, silver and diamonds;
summer. Located y, block
any form or condition. Also
from campus on main street.
buying coins (64 and before),
Has 2 private porches, kitjewelry, pocket watches,
chen, pantry, livingroom, full
flatware. Need Money? Turn
bath. $80 a month, included
that unwanted high school
utilities except electricity.
ring into instant cash. For
Call Donna or Becky at 4008 or
more
info call John or Rick at
Alissa at 4234.
433-4247
or 433-5230. We'll beat
FOR RENT: Large, one
all
Herff
Jones prices on
bedroom apartment-suitable
school
rings.
for two people. 8 blocks from
Anyone interested in sercampus. Water furnished.
ving
as a volunteer tutor for
$170 per month ($85 each) Call
adults trying to improve their
Wayne at 434-7948 or stop by
reading skills is invited to
Midway
contact the Right to Read
FOR RENT: Large two
program at 6186.
bedroom apartment-suitable
Tutors are needed for both
for up to four people. 8 blocks
summer and next fall. No
from campus. Water furexperience is necessary. The
nished. $255 per month (4
time required will total appeople $64 each) Call Wayne
proximately two or three
at 434-7948 or stop by Midway.
hours per week.

Wreckless Eric "Big Smash"
corn

ROOMS FOR RENT: MayAugust. l block from campus.
Nice house! 5 bedrooms
available. Large kitchen,
livingroom, 1^ bath. $80 a
month.
Call
434-1367.
ROOM FOR RENT: MayAug. Holly Court with pool!
$60 per month. Close to
campus. Large room, friendly
roommates. Call Karen at 4341367.

Wanted

Lost

lOcc
A&P Meat Bologna 1 lb.

APARTMENT FOR
SUBLEASE: May and-or
June. One block from campus.
Option to continue next year.
Washer, dryer, nice apartment! Call Ellen 433-2594.
SUBLET FOR SUMMER:
One room in big house share
house with three other
females. Just a few blocks
from
campus.
Spacious
backyard for gardening and
suning. $100 per month plus
utilities. June 12—August 12.
Tune is somewhat flexible.
Contact Deborah or Barbara
at 433-5853.

POSTER GIVEAWAY ALL DAY
* SATURDAY
MANY TO CHOOSE FROM
COMPLIMENTS

.43
2.29 lb,

. v ., ^^..,»,^ifi,'Zm^jJ^S«wm* i^f»*«»^t»^|yi»i^Nl^W>«>i«i^f*»»w>«»i<^i»ii^«^gWj^'

Lost:
Gold
Catholic
medallion of Mother Mary.
Please contact John at 4337259 or P.O. Box 3972. Reward
is offered.
Lost-thick green spiral
notebook. If found call Neil
5348.
LOST: a 110 instamatic
camera and flash attachment
in a brown case at The Other
Place, Tuesday, April 15. If
found please call Jane 5598.

Personals
ROD: Supertramp wrote the
Logical Song with you in
mind. You have certainly had
enough practice living out its
contents. I am really gonna
miss you. I can think of two
people who owe you a lot.
Love, Donna.
COWBOY: While I have
always hated that name, it
does fit your lifestyle; up and
down. Itrs been real, a little bit
of bad, a little bit of good, with
very little in-between You
know what, I would do it all
over again in a second. You
had better remember to find
your way back someday. We
can exchange memories in
the AP room after my Pomp
and Circumstance. So what ft"
we're dreamers,(to quote
Buffett "as we race to keep up
with our dreams,") at least
our lives are interesting. You
are definitely one in a million.
Summer will be an exSrience. See on the beach,
inks. Love, GUESS WHO
THERESA. MAUR,
VANCE, RUSSELL.DENNIS.
SUSAN: The Breeze without
you will be like rum without
coke. Good luck. We will miss
you. Suzie.
LOUIS: Thanks. Guess who.
(Continued on. Page 24),
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Classifieds
(Continued from Page 23)

Found
FOUND: Ladies gold watch
Call Pam 5648.

ByMarkLegan
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Personals
MIKA * THE
COALMINERS:Good hick on
your exams...don't study to
hard because it can lead to
night blindness and we
wouldn't want thatHTable—
Top.

w /r* ^ vxX
by Matt Wagner

Our Hero

"=m,

K.M.-For all those times we
missed, we can still make it
up, at least in thought.
Thanks to a stupid watermelon feast, I met one of my
finest friends at JMU! Good
luck and write me next year,
o.k.?-T.B.
STICKY—POO: Will you
ever stop being so mean?!
Sometimes IT is all worth it
(that is you are).
Just
remember you are being seen
thru my eyes. POO—POO.
GUESS WHO: Alot has
happened since the first
"Guess Whc—Wizard"
column came out!! There
really is to much to put into
one personal, but I must say
that I'm glad that we did
meet. Justkeep in mind that I
love you, and I will always be
there when you need me. I'm
not really looking forward to
leaving JMU because we will
not see each other as often,
but then again it will be
another beginning. With my
love, the mighty WIZARD
HANDSHAKES: I cut a vessel
or a lot more. Woo Woo,
Babaloo. Watch out for
mudslides. Beware the MASS
RABBIT.
PARANOID GIRLS OF
CHANDLER 227: Thank you
for displaying your sweet
southern hospitality to a girl
in need of taking a lousy five
minute shower. I really don't
think she came up here all the
way from Va. Tech to steal
your precious soap. You really
know how to uphold the
snobbish
reputation
of
Madison
girls.
G.S.C.
TO
-LEE: You
finally became a "Cardinal,"
but it took a lot of beer to do it.
Was it the beer that made you
? (or was it the
films!!!) THE HUNTRESS &
THE LIAR. PS. if you really
respect me, you'll drink
perrier water this weekend
THANKS TO UPB: especially
coffeehouse
Cathy
and
stagepass Weaver for making
my Breeze coverage easy and
enjoyable. Also, Thanks for
Debris and Sufferage City;
I've enjoyed reviewing you
i next year will be
phrenic. MIKE

r

TO
THE
SMILING
JACKS of Holly Court, I must
say that next year will not
outdo what has happened this
year, but alas we must move
on. The Whore of Babylon.
SANDY 3R0WN: Doing
GUESS WHO and WIZARD
this year has been fun, love
ya, RUSSELL FLEETWOOD.
(the end)
RAY: You don't ask for much
do you?! Here it is so what do I
get in return? Have a nice
summer. Love, SWIFTY
A PERSONAL
CONGRATULATIONS a to
those who have finally made it
outta here, after all those
parties through the years.
Good hick. MIKE VANDEMARK
(Continued on Page 2ft)

HAVE tfjf\*,
GREAT 'ft
SUMMER.

JIAUi
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Mert the Mortician

i

by Tom Arvis and Bud Grey
'y#, BUTYW'U H/w\
jv Mir UWL TU&MY]
■\r

by Scott Worner

Madisonman
AW-R16HT!
JUST A FEW
MORE DAYS AND|
THI15CHOOL
YEAR ttJOSTOKtl

m

BUT WH«T DID ANY OF
US ACCOMPLISH Ttt\S
YEAR?

Ermine

AW W<^t*(rTAA£
ihjL G3U>3 come- ham.

PARTIES, PANCE5,
PRINKING CAGE'S,
pATlNG. G60FIMSOrF, A LITTLE
STUDYING, A
LOT OF HOPING
AND WISHING
THAT WT
v/^
STOWED F*lRE,
AND ESPECIALLY
THE GENERAL
COLLEGr-TVPE
HELL. RAISING
l-THAT WE AUDIO WELL.

| GUTSS *»" COOLO fALLVfcAR A SUCCESS.
HAVE A

THE

GOOD

SOUMERJ

by Andy Black
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By Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
\

GOODBYE JMU: its been one
hell of a 4 years. "Lustfull
One"

UHAJWRB
{ IMNPFRJN6,

BARKBEP.

FAREWELL MOM!
It's not good-bye! We expect
a fourth roomie lots next year
cuz we're sure as he-goima
miss ...your rampant sense of
humor...
desk
in the
hall...sheets
off
the
bed..rolling the desk.baby
freshman elf on the door...
vaseline on the doorknob...
negligee in the office...phone
calls to Jeff ...and water battle
urges at midnight!Can't live
without... your car..your
closet...your
Mom's
goodies...your stereo...and all
your furniture!, Don't ever
forget...scrounging for phone
bills...shopping
sprees... Wayland
Beach...Nursie and elf...thin
wall gossip... bacardi runs...donut
man... week-end
retreats...
"room
to
myself'...pottery trip..nude
MELISSA
when
Jeff's
around...Alcatraz parties in
102...singing at 5 am ...p.j.
parties...45 min. showers...hot
tea and boneybuns..."Little
Baby Freshman and her little
baby freshman toes "..."You
and what army?"..."Your
Motber"..."You guys, I miss
Mikey
"!... T'15
more
minutes"!...sex
talks
to
educate the freshman..."I
don't get it ?"...D-hall 6 vs. Dhall 3 ...cross beast., only
119!... Miss JMU...heart
shaped?...and on and on
forever loads of Rood times
and jokes on the freshman A
Time it was and what a time it
was ! Congrats on your
graduation and good-hick with
your kids-your real ones too!
LOVE AND COOKIES
,SANDE AND LAURA
HEY J.R.*
This is no good-bye! I
really believe in love at first
bite and I plan to "hang"
around now lots! It all started
Jan. 18 and I hope it never
stops!
LOVE YOUR
LITTLE VAMP
IT IS REAL-and it's
becoming more real every
hour. Can it be only one day
since this began? When you
add a special love to friendship, you get something indescribable. A guitar in the
park, a walk in the dark,-a
goofy
grin,
a
sudden
realization, a -secret to keep, a
feeling that's deep. But best of
all, a fine wine reaching a
perfection of no comparison.
"It's going to be a day; there
is really no way to say no to
the morning;" and there's
really no way to say no to
what's happened. Thank you
for you and a marvelous
heaven on earth.
TERRI
You had to be born a year
earlier! Think
we
could
change time the way we
change our minds?"Maybe
she's just nervous!" The Bow
Room, beers, boys, pizza,'
pretending, and most of all,
long talks which helped so
much we'll never forget.
Patience! I'll miss you in
Colorado but I'll be here for
►ther one and you're always
Jaime.' LOVE. EILEEN.
LITTLE GIRL: What can!
say that I have not said
before? I love you. OLD
TO*

ALL YOU CURIO
3: Thanks for all your
rc and help. It looks great
course I'm prejudiced).
s celebrate tonight, okay?
JMU Chuck Berry
erry here next
. How abouttit?
it? JJohnny B.
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SAN—We're almost out of
here, can you believe it? This
semester has been eventful
and not as depressing as I
thought because of you. We've
got lots of plans to fufill, and
we'll do it all. Thanks for your
wonderful friendship. We're
so much alike sometimes it
scares me. Who says opposites attract? Don't know
where I'd have been without
you!
DAVE
MARTIN—Why
don't you get some pants that
fit—and try something besides
polyester.
VANCER—Did you know I
switched to Vantage just for
you? Your refreshing personality has kept me sane this
year (through all those allnighters).Sure will miss you.
Love, M.
CHARLOTTE,
KATHY,
JULIE. MARY and DONNAWe had some good times last
year that I'll never forget.
Thanks for all the fun, and
even though we went separate
ways, I'll keep the memories
of our crazy, fun times
forever. Love, Mo.
TO THE PYRO OF CHANDLER HALL: You have incurred the wrath of the Rockbusters! Beware! Your rocks
are in danger.
BG and Gang yes, it's
finally
here—the
last
production night Thanks for
your support, love and help. I
love you all.
THANKS EVERYONE for
making my birthday the best!
Hot Damn, "Quarters" and
Jack Black forever! K.C.
LORRAINE NEWMAN: even
without gold. I'm caught in
your magnetic
field. You and
Baby LYEstrange make a
dynamic duo. Thanks for the
food, friends (Sir Paul's the
greatest), the history and
chemistry lessons. Hey Sam,
what's your nickname? Sorry
about putting you to sleep. I
was tired myself. Lorraine,
you still owe me a chess game,
but I don't know bow to contact you. If your interested,
write Box 795, Campus Male.
YOUNG ONE.
THE UNREAL ONE: You
seem pretty real! Keep up the
good work (your workout
schedule is amazing) and yes,
I like your apples. A FRIEND
WIZARD: So I made a
mistake...some people just
like to hide things from me!
Let's go to Switzer Lake and
forget about the books for a
few hours this weekend.
Thanks for a great year..I'm
looking forward to an even
better year to come. GUESS
WHO
YOKO: I love you. Period.
End quote. JOHN
GOOD LUCK SIGMA PI
SENIORS! Get out there and
do it to it Lots of love and
happiness from someone who
really cares, (congratulations
too!)

BECK: thanks for a great
year! It's been a good time.
O.C. better watch out for us.
Congrats—now you have to
get a job. Long distance phone
calls. Midnight muncHes—on
pancakes. I'm gonna miss you
and
the
others,
out
Homecoming at the Sheraton!
Karen (the other half!)
Sutton: Be serious will you.
I'm sick and tired of reading
your stupid personnels, John.
Yoko?????? And Russell
every time I read a guess
who—wizard personnel I want
to puke.Faz
OLD MAN: I will be very nice
especially if you come to see
me. Love, DADDY'S LITTLE
GIRL.
TO KATHERINE, WANDA,
MIKE, STEVE, TOM, BOB,
MICK, AND RICK: I am
lucky to have your friendship.
You are good people and I will
miss you. Good luck. BILL
WATCH OUT: the three C's
will be back next year
stronger than ever and the
events will be historical. Right

au ?
ssaf
™ ««*
JEAN—PIERRE DUBOIS:

good luck with your P.H.J.F.
and you have to get to bore
me. MONIQUE
JMU TRAINERS: thanks for
putting up with me and my
knee these last' two months.
You helped me out a lot.
You're
all
great! !!BMS
J.R.: Thanks tor maxing my
last weeks at school so much
fun. Wish we have met sooner.
Have a fun summer and stay
out of trouble next year. E.T.
DONNA, JOHN, JACKIE,
KATHY, MARK, MATT,
MEG. SCOTT: the best coworkers anywhere. Lots of
luck
and
love.
DEB
LYNN, CATHY, SUSAN,
UNA. JANE:
Congratulations! We enjoyed
all the things we did together
and we would've enjoyed
some the the things we didn't
do together, (but there's still
Friday night). Good luck and
best wishes. Love, DON,
CHUCK, VANCE, DWIGHT,
GREG, CLIFF, KEVIN AND
STEVE
KATHY (FLOYD) HILL: you
have stimulated the deepest
depths of my mind
from
erotic and loving fantasies to
curious intellectual reflection.
My heart longs not to see you
go, but I know you must.
Without a doubt my first
black book will be about you—
—now could it be otherwise?
You have been a phenomenal
friend
best wishes. THE
WANDERING
EXISTENTIALIST
JOHN: Here is the personal
that you've been waiting for
all year. I hope it was worth
the wait. It's been a good year,
and I'm glad I finally identified myself. It should be fun
working with you next year.
Love, YOKO

JEWEL—Your'e not here,
but I wish you were. Only a
week left (yes, it's already
Thursday on this production
night). Charles City, Richmond, San Fransisco or
wherever we go, we'll be there
together. I'm psyched and
hope you are too. For
Saduation I give you the word
end, because no one knows
the meaning of the word
better. Love, Maur.
DUNEBUG: Well, at least a
Dunebug's more fun than a
V.W.
Unfortunately,
I
wouldn't buy either without
looking at them first Some
details would be appreciated.
PORSCHE
FOGLEBERG FAN: April
22 gave me music in Purcell
Park, a sunken moon, some
beautiful words that were long
overdue, and something that's
got to last Thank you for
more than I can express.
Here's "To The Morning."
ANOTHER
FOGLEBERG
FAN.
MILLY: Thanks for being a
great roommate. I will miss
you.
CINDY: Can we do it?»We
really do owe you one. Don't
stay too sotted out in
Washington and stay away
from guys in bars who say
they own steel mills in Pittsburgh. If you do, maybe we
can do it Prep and Susie.
MOO—Gosh, where has the
time gone since we promised
to get together. I think of you
more often than you would
know. Your'e a special friend
and one who has always been
mere, at least in my heart,
whenever I needed you.
Thanks—I'll sure miss you.
Love, Mo.
DR. MARK: Next year will
be radical, crazy and bizarre.
You'd better stick around
cause I need someone who is
insane to keep me going.
Thank you for everything.
SUZIE.
- ..

SUZIE: Blitzkrieg Bop, kid,
thats alL JOHNNY ROTTEN
BILL: I did not forget you.
How could I? With Your
gorgeous eyes, Its been real,
LOVE, DONNA
DR. MARK Thanks for the
chance to show what I know
JOHNNY B.
THE BREEZE: I was right
all along. New wave is the
wave. CLASH CITY ROCKER
YOKO: Here it is, the last
Breese.of the semester, and
Elvis
RAN!!!!!
WONDERFUL!!!! Its been a great
year, and though we wonrt get
to see too much of each other,
we'll make the best of what we
have!!!!! LOVE. JOHN

BAGS: THE NEO-FUSION
BAND FOREVER. JOHNNY
B. GOODE
LOGAN 200,201.202.2S3: Now
it's time to say good bye to all
our family...See you all next
year for sure and best of luck
with
exams.
BUFFY.

THERESA-We made it,
didn't we? You've been a
great person to work with
(even if we don't' have
authority.) Even if we took out
another Doonesbury, there
wouldn't be enough room to
mention all the memories
we've shared. There have
been bad times, but that made
the good times even more
special. All told, I doubt either
of us will cry every Wednesday and Sunday nights
when we're not up here. And
no, my job wasn't always that
of a slave or even s— work—
you helped to make it important. Besides a working
partner, I'm glad to have had
you for a friend. Luck of the
Irish to you. Love, ME.

Hey Pro!
Just a big thanx for
being...my dinner scoping
partner... model... photogra
phy instructor... loan
shark...strawberry dacquiri
sharer... roadtrip pal...front
row Jimmy Buffett concert
buddy...my own personal
Dear Abbey...fellow Hanson
lover.but most of all thanks
for just being you Carrie
Lynn- my bestest buddy o.c.
LOVE YA LOADS, SANDE
LYNN

JEFF
Must we say good-bye after
so long?I refuse! We must
straighten the world out first!
After all who can stay up as
late or make as much noise?
Will they ever understand us?
Will you will me your couch? I
love you with all my heart!
RED P.S. Is it up to $10 yet?
HEY KRIS—all joking
aside, I'm glad we got to be
good friends. Good luck next
year. I wish you were
graduating, but I'll be back to
visit you. Don't forget our
drunken stupors and even
sober ones! Do you believe
someone sent you a personal?
(sorry, I couldn't go through a
whole personal without insulting you once.) Will miss
you. Love, M.
MAUR AND KRIS: The
countdown has come to an
end. We made it, and while it's
been rough at times, I'll miss
you both when I'm wondering
four months from now why I
ever wanted to leave mis
place. Mo, good luck with your
career (I'm convinced you'll
do well) and Kris, forget that
Tull and Stewart stuff and
grow
up,
won't you?
(Seriously,
blow
your
semester out to the fullest,
and skip off to Europe if you
can) Whatever the two of you
do, don't forget me! Let's
keep in touch! T

■*►■«/,
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20/20 hindsight:
a monthly review
Around campus
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• With the semester drawing to a close, the student body was
treated this month to the annual Student Government Association
executive council elections and end-of-tbe-year money grab.
Prom a field of five candidates, students opted for the
traditional or same-old-thing-next-year SGA model by electing
Chuck Cunningham president in a run-off election. And, while
other offices were decided in the first election, it took a third
election to fill the treasurer's position due to a miscount in the
votes from the JMU students in London, and a fourth election was
threatened because the London students didn't get to vote in the
third election
The money grab took two forms: front-end budgeting for next
year, and last minute allocations for this year from the SGA's
contingency fund. The budgeting process was fairly straight
forward: On a Sunday night the finance committee approved all
but one front-end budget, the next night it virtually reversed all
the work it did Sunday, and Tuesday night the Senate adopted
Treasurer Jeff Bola nder' s budget recommendations over those of
the finance committee anyway.
The allocations to student groups from the contingency fund,
however, were just a little more confusing: On April 8, with a
balance of (4,514 to dish out, the Senate approved a lot of requests,
such as $250 to the Black Student Alliance, 60 $25 grants to a
faculty-student "social interaction" fund, $250 to the Film Club,
$400 to the Lacrosse Club to name a few. Then at its last meeting
on April 15 in a suspended-rules session, the Senate rescinded
some of the money it had allocated the week before so it could
fund four more groups, but before the last two groups could get
their money, two senators walked out destroying the quorum and
ending any business the SGA could conduct this year.
So who says the SGA isn't a model of efficiency and logical
action?
• Spring Fever hit JMU this past weekend, with warm weather
and an outdoor carnival and concert providing relaxing forums
for study-haggard students. And, thanks to mature behavior,
Spring Fever can be held again next year, unlike the Greek
Beginnings party held outdoors last semester, where public
drinking and behavior got a little out of hand.

\

Around the nation
•Campaign '80 continued to be led this month by President
Carter and Ronald Reagan, and already the press and public are
decrying the "lack of choice" in November's presidential election. Ironically, it is the press and public that have helped create
the situation—the strong post-Watergate press can make or break
a candidate by coverage or lack of it; and the public certainly had
a least a host of Republicans to chose from before Ronald Reagan
began dominating the primaries.
• It's been almost a week since the United States Olympic
Committee voted to heed Carter's "suggestion" of boycotting the
1960 summer games in Moscow. Since then several nations are
considering similar action, and an effective free-world boycott is
now possible.
It takes guts to be the first to take a strong stand on principles,
and the U.S. Olympic athletes deserve recognition for their
sacrifice in participating in a symbolic gesture to the Soviet
Union-that it can't expect business as usual when it violates international "merger" laws.

Around the world
• The American hostages held in the U.S. Embassy in Iran and
the diplomatic hostages held in the Domican Republic Embassy
in Bogata, Columbia remained captive. President Carter has
recently re-initiated a "continual tightening of the screws" policy
towards Iran, however little if no action has been taken to resolve
the situation in Bogata. Apparently the public consciousness can
only handle enough sympathy for one crisis at a time.
• The Cuban people have obviously adopted a new motto towards
the communist Castro regime: "These boots are made for
walking, and that's just what they'll do..." as 10,000 citizens
poured into the Peruvian Embassy in hopes of fleeing the country.

Quote of the month
• Mark Davison, legislative vice president-elect, at the April 8
Student Government Association meeting: "I want to remind
senators we do have a lot of money left in contigency. It is almost
the last meeting. We can't be too picky." (The Breeze, April 11)
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Mideast talks

PLO should be included
By STEVE COOKE
,
This past Tuesday, Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin proposed that Egypt and
Israel begin marathon negotiations to reach
agreement on the future status of Israelioccupied Arab lands. Notice that he did not say
reach an agreement on the status of the 1.2
million Palestinian inhabitants of the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip, who will not even be
requested at the talks. This seems to be an
extreme case of negotiations without
representation.
How can the rights and future of a nation be
debated with no member of that nation
present? That's how this whole thing got
started in the first place. Back in 1948 the
British thought the Israelis had a right to share
Palestine with the Palestinians, and that the
inhabitants had to give up their land willingly.
They divided Palestine into Jewish and
Palestinian sectors. The Palestinians had not
been asked to give up their land and homes to
the Jews—they were forced to. A war broke out
because the Palestinians wanted their homes
back, and the Jews wanted a home of their
own.
The Israelis won and in the process, took
control of the Palestinian sector as well. Since
theni "scattered warfare" has taken place off
and on, and the Israelis have settled into all of
what was once Palestine.
These meetings between Begin and Sadat
and Carter are all fine and good, but if real
peace is to be discussed, much less achieved,
all affected parties must be present.

As long as the Palestinian Liberation
Organization (PLO) is still a terrorist group,
the Israelis should not be too forceful.
Terrorism is the warfare of a weak military,
using separate offensive attacks and quick
retreat or disappearance. However, if the
Israelis wait to reach a decision on the
Palestinians, they may soon face betterorganized allied Arab forces.
With each new "Iran" in the Middle East,
Arafat and the PLO make friends and gain
military support, with U.S. weapons, no less.
The Israelis and the American Zionists are
playing a shrewd game themselves. They keep
American public opinion anti-PLO in hopes
that it will continue to refuse to negotiate with
the PLO until they recognize Israel's right to
exist
With each passing month, though, the PLO is
making more contact and setting their side of
the story out, and not without achieving the
desired result of slowly acquiring the support
of their allies, the Arabs, as well as those who
think peace must come
If the Israelis and Egyptians don't come to
an agreement that is acceptable to the
Palestinians—which can only be a land they
can call home—the Israelis may find their
bargaining power vastly weakened. That's
what the Israelis seem to fear would happen if
the Palestinians were involved in the talks.
Something seems very rotten when a nation
of people can't speak for themselves at talks on
a subject that will affect them more than either
the Israelis or the Egyptians.

That's life

*What ever happened to..?
By MARK JORDAN LEGAN
May is just around the
corner. School will be over
before you know it. Finals will
hit like a ton of bricks. You'll
just be finishing of your stale
Woolworth's Easter candy,
when you'll realize your
parents will be here with the
station wagon tomorrow.
You'll be packing all your
stuff into that rusting Ford
within weeks.
Some of us won't return in
the fall. Many will graduate.
Many won't graduate. Many
will just change interest over
the summer. The summer.
Many things can happen in a
summer. It's a lot of time to
enjoy life and a lot of time to
think things over. Sometimes
students just decide not to
come back. Other students get

arrested with "large quantities" and CAN'T come back.
You'll know people like tins.
Next September, you'll be
searching the dining hall for
that certain face. You'll never
see it. Then, you'll hear the
stories.
"Oh, didn't you hear about
Ruthie? She didn't return
because she was dating a
junkie and she got hooked. I
hear she's dancing at a bar in
Virginia Beach. She's got a
kid now, you know?"
YoU don't know what to
believe. You also heard she
was hit by train, found Jesus
and shaved her head, flunked
out, AND committed suicide.
Later, you find out she just
moved to another state.
But, you remember these
people. College is a time when
your social life is at such a

Cthat people make heavy
essions.
There
are
always going to be people
you'll remember the rest of
your life. You'll be 88 years
old and senile, but you'll still
be able to think back and
remember that blonde's name
with the idee perfume and
french kisses. You'll never
forget Leonard Martin, that
guy in Biology class, who
salivated when pictures of
?-ivates were shown in class,
ou'll always remember your
best friend, J. J., who told the
dirtiest jokes, had the best
stereo, and could drink more
Wild Turkey than any other
human being. Memories.
They make later life nice. And
many nice memories will
come from this place. And bad
memories, too. But, that's life.
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'Being had is becoming a common happening
To the editor:
Being "had" is becoming a
common occurence for the
music department here. Once
again it was the University
Program Board that handed
another blow to the department A few past incidents
involved the Madison Brass,
the Concert band and many
faculty and student recitals
lust to name a few. This latest
blow hit the JMU Symphonic
Wind Ensemble. The Wind

Names name
To the editor:
It is hard to believe that the
administration has been
unable to "identify" anyone to
name the new School of
Education and Human Services Building after.
Since the criteria, as stated,
are significant contributions
in the fields of academics and
administration, may I submit
the name of Dr. Charles G.
Caldwell?
Dr. Caldwell was the first
Dean of the School of
Education and has been Dean
at the Graduate School for
several years. These are
certainly administrative posts
at note.
In addition, Dr. CaldweU
has brought national, state,
and local recognition to JMU
through his many awards for
sevice to organizations and
commissions.
To
the
Governor's Commission on
Children and Youth; Chairman, Virginia Division for
Children; President, Virginia
Congress of Parents and
Teachers. The list goes on and
on and yet JMU can identify
no one who has made
significant contrubutions to
the field of education?
Maxwell
G.
Bilsky
Professor of . Psychology
EDITOR
Theresa

Ensemble
director
requisitioned Wilson Hall last
summer for Saturday (4-1980) for two hours to rehearse
for the concert the following
day. The director , then
requisitioned the hall for
Saturday morning Clinics
back in March because of a
rt artist. Two weeks before
concert the Wind Ensemble had not received a
confirmation about Wilson
Hall. The director checked
into it to make sure things
were straight and found out
that be did not have Wilson
hall for Saturday.
His
requisition appeared to be
conveniently misplaced. Now
he could not get the hall
because
the UPB
requisitioned the hall a week
or two before. It is apparent
that the UPB never thought to
check with the
musk
department on the schedule of
events.

ignore the planning by their,
own students and faculty? The
Wind Ensemble ended up
rehearsing
the
Sunday
morning of the concert instead
of Saturday thanks to the
UPB, How many more times
will the department be kicked
around, stepped on, and
"had"?

Need more dorm space
To the editor:
Recently, acceptions and
rejections were sent out to
applicants for JMU's fall
semester. Many qualified
candidates were rejected, not
because of grades, SAT
scores, or extra-curricular
activities; they were rejected,
so it seems because we lack
the dorm space. Why are so
many qualified students being
rejected?
One of the answers lies
across Route 81. That monstrosity which is to be an
athletic arena has no purpose
to my mind. We already have
two swimming pools; a sufficient outdoor track; an
adequate fencing and gymnastics room which needs
longer hours of operation; one
MANAGING EDITOR

Beale

The hall was needed for
clinics with Mr. Harvey
Phillips, one of the finest
performing artists in the
world. Mr. Phillips was here
for four days for workshops
and performance with the
JMU Wind Ensemble. By not
having Wilson the clinics had
to be rescheduled, the Wind
Ensemble's dress rehearsal
had to be rescheduled, etc. In
other words, it was a big
hassle. The UPB knows how
much goes into the planning of
such events as guest recitals
and clinics. Why would they

Maureen Riley
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weight room and another
going up this fall in a now
empty room in Godwin. So
what's the need for another
arena?
Why can't we utilize it as
dorm space? I'm sure the
administrative office is bright
enough to fit the extra
students in classrooms with
the resources we have. We
have to face the facts:
Madison is a popular school
and should provide for the
growing number of qualified
applicants. We seem to take it
for granted since we're
already in, but it seems a
shame that we have to torn
away applicants in pursuit of
a
quality
education.
P. T. Butters

I would like to conclude by
saying that our guest artist
Mr. Phillips and the JMU
Symphonic Wind Ensemble
survived the ordeal caused by
the UPB. Next time the

department might not be so
Ricky A. Crawley
Member of the JMU Symphonic Wind Ensemble

Election mishap blame
lies also with students
To the editor:
I was disappointed, though
not surprised, to see that the
SGA could not run a reelection for treasurer without
screwing it up. Considering
the f actthat it was the London
students who made the revote
necessary, how could the
SGA, who forgot the main
reason for a second election,
also have forgotten to mall the.
ballots the first tone (it would
explain why they never
arrived)? Whatever.- their
past mistakes have been, they
don't seem to be putting much
thought into resolving the
present conflict
Terry Goriczy nski suggests
that a re-election could be held
next year (The Breeze, April
22). What would be the point?
Not only would the senior
London students be denied
their votes, but so would the
entire graduating class. If the
election were held next year
we would have officers elected
by two different student
bodies. The Elections Committee may be incapable of
running an election successfully but it is a responsibility that they cannot just
leave to next year's committtee. The fault, however,
does not lie solely with the
Election Committee. If the
student body would take
elections seriously rather than
making
it
a
farcical

popularity contest, perhaps
we could get some competent
leaders.
Chuck Smith

Typewriters
should work
To the editor:
As a student who has an
invested interest in using the
typewriters in the Warren
University Union, I was
horrified to learn (from experience) that none of the live
typewriters. Vhich the SGA
provides for student use
mroughfunds that all students
must nay for, were totally
unusable this past Saturday.
This was even more unfortunate
because
mast
students have papers due at
the end of the semester. What
I find totally unbelievable
about tins situation is that the
SGA has received numerous
similiar
complaints
throughout the year. It would
be my hope that the Chock
Cunningham Administration
can resolve this perplexing
problem improtant to aD
students with the speed and
accuracy that a person of his
experience should be able to
remedy
before
students
return
in
the
fall.
Richard
J.
Moodtoch
Student Services Chairman
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.The Breese would like to
thank all the unnamed, tort not
forgotten, practkum students
and vohinteert who gave their
Indispensable
help
this
semester. We extend best
wishes to graduating seniors
Theresa Beale, Maureen
Riley. Russell Fleetwood,
Vance Richardson, Dennis
Smith, Bill Tarangelo, and
Susan Terpay. Special thanks
to advisers Alan Neckowitz
and David Weadeskea.
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Returningto college: 'vacation or drudgery?
Taking time off can help students gain more from the college experience

•
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By DONNA SIZEMORE
"If a survey were taken of
students who took time off
from college, the results
would probably reveal that
they are happier and getting
more out of college than those
who went straight through."
This is the sentiment of Rod
Shepherd,
a
25-year old
James Madison University
student who will complete his
degree in August, after taking
time off to work in Senator
William Proxmire's
CDWisconsin)
office
in
Washington D.C.
- "It's Uke a whole different
perspective. Every class
means more to me," said
Debbie Robitaille, who took
eight years off before completing her degree.
Although Shepherd and
Robitaille gave very different
reasons for delaying college,
both agree it was a worthwhile
experience. They are both
part of a growing minoritystudents who choose to take
time off from college to explore career goals and personal goals before completing
their studies.
Robitaille, now 28-years-old,
began her college career in
the Fall of 1969 and continued
college until the summer of
1971. She attended both
Westhampton College and the
College of William and Mary,
before dropping out.
According to Robitaille,
when she was in college the
"hippie" movement was
really big, and there was a
great deal of turmoil. "School
wasn't an education, it was
just a social place," she said

After marrying and exploring a variety of alternatives, Robitaille decided to
come back to college and get
her degree. In the fall of 1979,
she enrolled in James
Madison University.
"It's the smartest thing I
have ever done." she said.
adding that taking time off
can be beneficial to many
students. "I can almost appreciate that there would be
value in taking time off from
college. A little while could
give them a new perspective
on school."
Shepherd enrolled in George
Washington University in the
fall of 1973, directly out of high
school. He went there for one
year full-time and one year
part-time. In 1975 he went to
work on Capitol Hill.
"Trying to study
in
Washington at the height of
Watergate was
virtually
impossible," he said, adding
that he found his experience
more exciting and beneficial.
At first Shepherd worked as
an unpaid volunteer, but when
Senator Proxmire's staff
allotment increased,
Shepherd was hired to handle
mail and supervise interns.
According to Shepherd,
"my experiences on the Hill
could more than likely fill I
book."
"If I was off at a university,
I would not have been getting
the first-hand experience of
being in the legislative
arena," he noted, adding that
the experience is more
valuable than the theory.
Despite
that
benefit,
Shepherd quickly pointed out

the importance of college.
"College makes you introspective," be said. "You're
forced to stand in front of an
emotional mirror."
While Shepherd believes the
academics one is exposed to in
college are necessary, he
stated
that
personal
development is probably more

significant.
Taking time off can help the
student gain more from the
college experience. "When
you come back to college, you
can sit back and realize how
easy it is," he said. "You get
an idea of what the real world
is like," Shepherd continued.

citing the day-to-day routine
as an example of this lesson.
"I would almost recommend that everyone take a
year off. When you come
back, it's relaxing and enjoyable," Shepherd said. "It's
the best vacation I've ever
taken."

Camp counseling courses
offered during May session
By TRICIA FISCHETTI
Camp counseling courses
are being offered to James
Madison University students
during May session.
Dr. Ted Christiansen is

workshop director for SPED
501M, Camp Counseling with
the Mentally Retarded, and
SPED 501Q, Camp Counseling
in Coordinating the Mentally
Retarded. The workshop will

be held May 9-16 at Camp
Jaycee in the Blue Ridge
Mountains near Roanoke.
Students with any major are
encouraged to enroll in the
course, Christiansen said.
JMU enrollment is limited to
60 students, and some 30
already have signed up, he
added.
The camp provides free
room and board to students
who have paid their May
session tuition fees. Students
will live in cabins serving as
counselors, cabin heads or
instructors
to
retarded
campers, Christainsen said,
adding that most campers are
adults.
Camp activites include
swimming, hiking, arts and
crafts, horseback riding and
self-help skills, according to
the workshop director.
The deadline for contacting
Dr. Christiansen to sign up for
the camp is May 1.

